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ABSTRACT

Jester, Lester R., MSCE, Piirdue University, January 1963.

The Effect

of Various Factors on Vehicle Speeds (A Review of the Literature) .

Professor:

Major

Harold L. Michael.

The subject of vehiciilar speed is highly controversial.

It has

occupied a prominent position in highway and traffic engineering literature, yet it is probably the least understood characteristic of traffic.

Some of the factors affecting vehicle speeds are not stable with time;
therefore, research has to be performed on a continuous basis in order to
\inderstand their current significance.

Numerous individuals and organizations have made many studies, and

many articles have been written concerning the characteristics of motor
vehicle speed and the effects of conditions and controls on speed.

The

pvurpose of this study was to review, evaluate and sunmai-ize this published

information relative to motor vehicle speeds and the effect of various
factors on speed.
The procedvire was to study the available literature, evaluate the

quality of the reported material based on the qualifications of the avrthor,
methods of data collection, methods of analysis, mathematical procedures,
and date of study and to sunmarlze the resiilts obtained.

.

Yii

The relationship of the following factors to speed as reported In

over 400 technical papers, reports and articles are briefly svBsnaidzed in
the report:
!•

Speed Trends

2.

Road Geometry

3.

U»

Variation with Time
a.

Monthly

a.

Horizontal Cuinratvure

b.

Daily

b.

Vertical Alinement

c.

Hour of Day

c.

Passing Sight Distsince

d.

Day vs. Night

d.

Ncnnber of Lanes

5.

Weather Conditions

e.

Lane Width

6.

Speed Control Measures

f.

Lane Position

a.

Controlled Access

g.

Road Stirface Type

b*

fkiforcement

h.

Medians

c.

Traffic Signals

1.

Cvtrbs

d.

Traffic Signs

J

Shoulders

e.

Pavement Markings

k.

Lateral Clearance

f«

Speed

1,

Friction Points

?•

Roadside Development

m*

Speed Change Lanes

8,

Other Characteristics

Traffic Stream Characteristics

a.

Driver

Llfflits

a.

Speed, Volume and Density

b.

Vehicle

b.

Longitudinal Distribution

c.

Pneumatic Road Tubes

c.

Passing

Accidents

d.

Traffic in the Opposing Direction

e.

Driver Residence

9*

INTRODUCTION

In the field of Traffic Engineering there are many factors to be

considered.

Many of these factors besides being variable exhibit changing

qviantitative values over time.

Research, therefore, has to be done on a

continuous basis in OI^le^ to evaluate them properly.

One important factor

which has occupied a prominent position in highway and traffic engineering
literature, but which is probably the least understood of all traffic

characteristics, is speed.
The subject of vehicle speed is hi^ily controversial.

Generally

speaking, people have little consistency in their thoughts relative to

vehicle speeds.

They want straigjit, smooth, wide, level highways, and

more powerful, stronger, lower, streamlined vehicles, yet they often
protest the speeds which naturally result from these improvements.

Several articles have been written and meiny people have maintained
that speed is detrimental.

Others have contested this statement with the

idea that it is "speed too fast for conditions" rather than speed alone
that is detrimental.

Certainly the recent manned orbital flights should

prove that speed alone is not detrimental; the astronauts traveled at
speeds in excess of 17,500 mph with no apparent ill effects.

One can

never hope to attain speeds of this magnitude from wheeled vehicles on
the hi^way system; however, it should be apparent from the space example
that "conditions" determine

vMch

speeds are safe.

One of the problems facing the traffic engineer toda7 is how to

develop and use devices which will assist in controlling and utilizing,
safely and efficiently, the speed which vehicle drivers are capable of

mastering for the variety of conditions which confront them.

The com-

bined efforts of hi^way and vehicle design engineers have provided progressively safer highways and vehicles; some contend, however, that the
average driver has shown limited ability to cope safely with high speeds

on the hi^way,
McMonagle (206)» said:

"Speed is one of the great essential benefits

which make highway transportation indispensable in modem America,
must be provided for and protected."

It

In order to "provide for and pro-

tect" this essential benefit, every traffic engineer should be aware of
the state of the knowledge relative to speed.

Numerous individuals and organizations have made many studies and

many articles have been written about the characteristics of motor vehicle
speed and the effects of conditions and controls on speed.

Much of this

information is valuable but most of the studies and articles have been
limited to one or a few aspects of speed.

As a result, anyone who desires

information of the effect of various elements on vehicle speeds has to
review much of the literature on the subject or conduct another study.
Valuable effort and time as a consequence often are wasted.

Numbers in parentheses refer to sources listed in the Bibliography.

PURPOSE

The pxirpose of this study was to review, evaluate and suamarize the

available published information relative to motor vehicle speeds and the
effect of various factors on speed.
The Speed Characteristics Coimittee of the Highway Research Board

strongly suppoirted the conduct of this study and cooperated in supplying

information available in its files.

PROCEDURE

The procedure used was to review the available literature relative
to vehicle speeds and to sumaarize the results obtained.

Some considera-

tion in each review was given to quality of the infonoation, based on
known qiialificatlons of the author, methods by which the data were collected, methods of analysis, mathematical procediures, and date of study.
The information was then grouped and sumnarlzed under the major factors

,.

of road geometry, traffic -stream characteristics, time, weather conditions,

speed-control measures, roadside developnent , and other characteristics.
The Bibliography of this report contains a listing of the items from

the literature which were used in preparing this report.

Many other items

which contained some reference to speed characteristics were also reviewed
but were not used in preparing this suainary report (and are not listed in
the Bibliography) because the information was of a minor natvire. Incidental
to the article In the literature, or obviously based on opinion only.

A

tremendous amount of literature has been produced on speeds, however, and
it is undoubtedly true that a number of excellent items were not reviewed,

in some cases because of non-availability, in others because they were
not found in the careful search which was made.

SPEED TRENDS

The maxijmBn speed of a v^ilcle is primarily a matter of the type of

fuel used and the vehicle design, but actual speed driven on a given road-

way is dependent to a great extent on the environment and the desires of
the road user (191).

Speed data for free-moving vehicles on level, tan-

gent, two-lane rural highways during daylight hours in fair weather clearly

show that average driving speeds have increased over the years (lA, 15,
16, 31, 36, 39, 61, 62, 135,

U9,

210, 255, 281, 284, 287, 298, 337,

348, 388, 389, 390, 402, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 417, 430, 448).

reported an average speed of 21 mph as early as 1910 (127).

3U,

Iowa

A state-wide

speed 8\irvey conducted in Rhode Island in 1925 showed an average speed of

25,6 mph with a range from 14 to 61 mph (73, 125, 268),

The average speed

in 1933 of free-flowing vehicles in Maryland was 35.5 mph (154), while the
average speed for passenger cars in Indiana was 44.5 mph (271).

Speed

checks made in Michigan in 1934 showed an average vehicle speed on paved

highways of 43.3 mph (121),
The average speed, however, was not the same each year for all sec-

tions of the United States; average speed was typically higher in the
west than in the east, with differences as much as ten mph.

Continuous

records of speed trends prior to World War II, however, are very scarce.

During the depression years of the 1930»8 some states made fairly intensive speed studies (121, 144, 154, 293, 329, 396); these studies, however,

were not reported on a year-to-year basis and as a result accurate speed

trends have not been established for many states.

Rhode Island was the first state to begin collecting continuous speed-

trend information.

There the average speed - mean speed of free-flowing

vehicles on major rural arterial highways - increased from 25.6
1925 to 34 mph in 1934 (73, 125, 268, 287).

nqjh

in

All studies, however, have

not shown increases in average speed for all periods of time.

Intensive

studies made by the Biureau of Public Roads at seven locations in New

Tork in 1935 disclosed an average speed of 43.5 mph.

These same locations

were re-studied in 1950 by New York highway officials, and the average
speed was found to be 41.7 mph.

Traffic volumes were about the same for

the two sets of speed data and roadway conditions were similar (287).
The highways on >4iich these speeds were obtained, however, were considered
excellent in 1935 but were not good rural arterials by 1950 standards.

The 1950 study did show, however,

a

noticeable increase in the concentra-

tion of speeds around their central value.
By 1941 several states had started to make more or less continuous
speed studies (284, 287).

Then

ill

1942 when gasoline and rubber was re-

stricted, followed by a nation-wide speed limit of 35 mph, several other
states began making large scale speed studies which have been continued
(15, 16, 31, 97, 127,

U2,

241, 255, 268, 295).

In 1941 the Bureau of P*ublic Roads began collecting this "speed

trend" data from several states, and reporting the information in their

"Midway Statistics" publication (348).

These studies showed a sharp

reduction in average speed in the early spring of 1942, because of the
war-time controls.

From a pre-war high of 47

n?)h,

the national average

speed for passenger cars on main rural highways dropped to a war-time

low of 36 mph in the fall of 1942, bounced back to 39 mph by early 1943,

slowly increased to 48 mph in 1948, remained fairly constant until the

ndddle of 1950, then gradually increased to 53,8 mph in I960 (see Figure
1) (287, 348),

Of the different vrfiicle types, buses have been consis-

tently a little faster than passenger cars, and trucks sanewhat slower;
however, the increasing trend has been similar for all three vehicle

types (Figure l) (21, 43, 97, 119, 130,

lU,

186, 268, 295, 348, 353, 359,

388, 389, 390, Ul6, 430, 448).

The speed trends as shown in Figure 1 are average values as reported

by many states scattered throughout the United States, and are not intended to represent any state in particular as far as average speed values are

concerned.

However, speed trends as rep>orted by individual states rough-

ly parallel those shown in Figure 1 (388, 389, 405, 406, 407, 408).

The

speed trend since I960 has been similar to that noted in Figure 1 for the

years just prior to I960.
Vehicxilar-speed patterns by geographic location have been ptudied by

several authors, and it has been generally concluded that average speeds

on main, rural highways in the central and western regions of the United
States are consisteittly four to seven mph higher than those in the eastern

regions (21, 69, 183, 287, 407, 408).

It has been further concluded that

not only are there differences between one region and another, but also

within a single region there may be some variation from one area to
another (69, 250, 257, 287, 407, 408).

On the other hand, a traffic speed

survey in Canada in 1956 found that, under similar roadway conditions,

there was little difference between motor-vehicle speeds on main rural

hi^ways in Ontario and in the United States (75)*
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Road Geometry

Existing highways are conglomerations of varied geometric designs.
Some sections are designed in accordance vdth the most modern standards so
as to ac commodate large volufies of traffic at relatively high speeds, but

these are still very much in the minority.

A great part of our highway

system was designed and constructed twenty, thirty, and even forty years
ago, and obviously was not designed for present day volumes or vehicle

speeds.

Vehicle speeds on major arterial streets are limited by traffic con-

trol devices, frequent intersections, peak traffic volumes, close proximity to lateral obstructions, and many other physical and psychological
factors peculiar to the urban environment and are not affected appreciably
by typical street geometry.

On rural highways and some urban expressways,

however, the geometric design elements of the roadway are major influences

on the maximum safe speeds at which vehicles can operate (l).

As the major

factor which determines the geometric design standards for highway is its
classification, the classification of highway facilities is a variable

which influences speed characteristics.

In a speed study conducted in

Pennsylvania in 1954, it was found that speeds of all vehicles showed a
progressive increase from secondary to primary to the Interstate system
(151, 338).

Field observations made in 1959 in 17 Eastern States indicated

that vehicular speeds were higher on toll roads than on free routes for

the typical and similar traffic volumes using these facilities (A5» 307).

10

Speeds of all vehicles increased progressively on rural highways in

New York, frcan primary-feeder to intercity to interstate-and-interregional

highway systems (69, 178).

The speed differences by highway type, more-

over, remained quite constant throioghout the range of traffic volumes
251, 259).

In making the transition from rural to urban, average vehicular speeds

decrease as the driver advances

fr<Mn

sparsely developed areas through

moderately developed and into the densely built-up down town area (53,
122, 189, 212, 250, 257, 302).

speed are many and varied.

In a study of transition sections between

rural and urban areas made by N,
It was found that:

"

The factors causing this variation in

J,

Rowan and C,

J.

Keese in Texas (302)

for short transition sections the inbo\ind and

outbound speed patterns were significantly different.

There was noted

a general divergence between the speed profiles of the two directions.

This characteristic was observed in the other studies where transition
sections were longer, but the divergence was much smaller."

Average speeds

within the transition zone from rural to urban were found to be faster
for vehicles entering the urban area than for those vehicles leaving the
iirban area (65).

This is probably explained by the fact that drivers

after traveling at high speeds do not slow down appreciably until forced

to do so by the urban frictions.
Extending the influence of highway functional classification on
vehicvilar speeds to \irban roadways, the followii^ ranges of average speeds

on various streets in Detroit and Lansing, Michigan were reported by
A, D. May, Jr.

:

freeways - 40 to 60 mph; vinsignalized arterials - 32 to

40 mph; signalised arterials in intermediate areas

- 22

to 32 mph; and

n
signalized arterials in downtovm areas - below 22

n5)h (192).

Speeds ob-

served on one-way streets in Sacramento, California were consistently

higher than those for traffic movement on two-way streets (88),

Horizontal Curvature

Insufficient sight distance for safe operation at desired speeds on

vertical and horizontal cxirves is the most conmon deficiency in geometric

design of the older highways in many rural locations.

The maximum speed

at which a vehicle can traverse a curved path without leaving the roadway
is governed by the laws of physics (2, 191, 236).

The factors which effect

this "critical speed" Include the radius of the curve,

the roadway super-

elevation, the sight distance and the coefficient of side friction.

Many

studies were made in the 193C»s and early 1940*8 in an attempt to correlate
"critical speeds" with these different factors

(20, 22, 95, 212, 233,

246, 247, 290, 397).
C, B, McCullough correlated average spot speeds with horizontal

curvature, as measured in total degrees of central angles per mile, in

his investigation of the economics of highway alinement in 1937-1938.
The study was made on rural highways in Oregon, and it was found that the

average speed decreased with an Increase in the total degrees of central
angles per mile.

The rate of decrease, however, was smaller for larger

total degrees than for smaller totals (201).
D. M. Baldwin empirically developed a third-degree polynomial equa-

tion for maximxmi safe and comfortable speeds (which he defined as critical
speeds) from speeds observed on horizontal curves in Illinois in 1934.

The equation is V^ = 466 R(e + 0,2), where V^ • critical speed in miles

12

per hour, R = radius of curvature in feet, and e - superelevation In feet
3

per foot of roadway width.

This equation,

«

V^,

i*66

R(e + 0.2), was developed

for ciircular curves without spiralled transition sections and where the
pavement surface was of average smoothness.

Higher critical speeds were

noted on horizontal curves with spiralled transition sections (289).**
Speed data collected on two-lane rural highways in five states during

1951-1953 for passenger cars operating on horizontal curves with ndninum
sight distance ranging from 200 to 655 feet and with curvatures from three

to 29 degrees were analyzed by the Bureau of Public Roads and reported by
A,

Taragin.

A

highly significant linear relationship was found to exist

between spot speed and degree of curvature for these data.
regression analysis gave the equation, S » 46.26

-

The linear

0.746 D, where S is

the speed in miles per hour and D is the degree of curvature.

The ad-

Justed standard error was found to be 3.15 aph and the adjusted correla-

tion coefficient 0.819.

(377, 378)

In an attempt to obtain the relationship of sight distance and
c\irvature to speed, A. Taragin considered the three in combination.

The

method of least squares was used to analyze the data and the results were
represented by average-speed contours plotted on a graph having curvature
as the ordinate and minimum sight distance as the abscissa.

error for the speeds was found to be 3.09 mph.

The standard

It was concluded that

curvatxire causes nearly three times as great a change in speed as does

sight distance.

(377, 378)

Another eleawnt of horizontal alinement which affects vehicular
speeds is superelevation.

Studies conducted on the Pennsylvania Turnpike

»» This was reported by Earl J. Reeder in the Public Safety magazine in
December, 1934.
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in 1940 indicated that vehicles were operated at higher speeds on highly
superelevated curves than they were on flat ciirves.

The average person

possesses an inherent sense of balance; therefore, the drtver tries to

drive at a speed such that the angle of roll is equal to the angle of
superelevation.

(369)

A, Taragin did not find this same relationship in his report of 1954

(377, 378).

He said, "The amount of superelevation on the curves studied

had no effect on vehicle speeds.

For this reason the utilized coefficient

of side friction on the same degree of cxirvature is smaller when the super-

elevation is high than when it is low..."

He further concluded that;

"Superelevation, as normally used in terms of Tfeet of rise per foot of

pavement width, without regard to the sharpness of the curve, bears no

relation to the percentage of vehicles exceeding the *safe* speed based
on curvature, superelevation, and coefficient of side friction.

correlation exists, however, between

uiiit 8\q)erelevation

A close

and the percent-

age of vehicles exceeding the computed safe speed based on curvature and

superelevation, the *unit superelevation* being the feet of rise per foot
of width per degree of curvature.

The analysis indicates that few vehicles

exceed a safe speed on horizontal curves designed with a unit supereleva-

tion of more than O.OO5 foot per foot of width per degree of curvature."
The extent to which vehicular speeds are modified by side friction
(the remaining element of horizontal alinement) tends to be governed by

the drifers* ccanfort and stability.

In road tests conducted by the Bureau

of Public Roads, data from nine hundred such tests from widely separated
sections of the country were analyzed.

The tests indicated that a side-

friction factor of 0.16 was utilized at speeds of 60 mph and below (22).

14

Other tests made on the Pennsylvania Turnpike by highly skilled drivers

with stock model automobiles indicated that unstable steering conditions
were felt when the side-friction factor exceeded 0.10 at 70 mph.

It was

indicated that these "conditions" might have been disastrous for less
experienced drivers (369).
From these and other studies (2, 191) the American Association of
State Highway Officials concluded that; "the maximum values of side fric-

tion to be used in the design of non-inter sectional horizontal curves
should vary directly with the design speed from 0.16 at 30

itph

to 0.12 at

70 mph."
Ntunerous investigations of traffic stream characteristics have con-

cluded that vehicular speeds on horizontal curves are lower than those on

tangent sections, and that the average spot speed more closely approaches
the design speed of the curve as the degree of curvature increases
257» 312, 365)*

(2,

250,

It was also found that the average spot speed on a curve

designed for a slow speed was nearer the design speed than the average
spot speed on a curve designed for a higher speed.

The average spot speed

on curves designed for high speeds approaches the average speed observed
on tangent sections (2, 377, 378).
A Taragin summarized the influence of horizontal alinement on spot

speed characteristics (377, 378) as follows:

"Drivers of free-moving

passenger cars do not change their speed appreciably after entering a
horizontal curve.

Any adjustment in speed that is made because of cuirva-

ture or limited sight distance is made on the approach to the curve."
As mentioned previously, the horizontal alinement of major streets

assumes an insignificant

traffic (1).

i^Dle

in aiffecting the operation and speed of

Therefore, this discussion on horizontal alinement has been

15

applicable to the non-intersectional areas of rural roadways.

In inter-

sectional areas the curves are necessarily of limited radii and length.

When approaching an intersection, drivers anticipate sharp cuirves for
turning maneuvers and accept relatively slow speeds for such movements.

Vertical Alinement

The vertical alinement of a roadway has a pronotmced effect on vehi-

cular speeds.

Passenger-car speeds are little affected by grades up to

six or seven percent, but truck speeds are reduced by much flatter grades

with the effect increasing as the grades become longer (132).
Several stiidies on the upgrade speeds of trucks have been reported
in the literature.

These speeds were determined by the hill-climbing

ability of conmercial vehicles (72, 99, 235, 313, 329, 395, 415, 439,
440),

The gross weight of comnercial vehicles largely determines the

speed of operation on grades.

The sustained speed over the entire length

of grade, termed "gradeability", is reduced by increases in gross vehicle

weight and gradient.

This speed reduction becomes more critical for

heavier trucks as the length of grade increases.
C, C, Saal in 1938 (305,

In a study made by

306) it was concluded that:

even to approach reasonable speeds on grades that:

"...for motor trucks

grades must be reduced

to three percent or lessj or engine power must be more than doubled; or

gross vehicle weights must be reduced excessively; or some combination of
the three must be used,,,"

In addition to the effect of gross vehicle weight, the speed on a

given grade is reduced almost linearly with an increase in the length of
the grade until the crawl speed is reached.

The truck then continues up

16

the grade at this adniamm speed (133, 135, 305, 306, 312, 36I, 379).
Typical values of these speed reductions are as follows:

Percent
Grade
(.%)

2
3

4
5

6
(est.) 7

Speed Loss
per 1000 ft.

Estimated
Crawl Speed

(aph)

(mph)

2.0
5.0
9.5
15.5
23.0
33.5

23.0
17.5
12.0
9.0
7.0
6.0

(uo)

As shown above speed decreases at an increasing rate for steeper grades

and/or heavier gross weights of the vehicles (133, 135, 182, 305, 306,
429).

The effect of momentim, which is directly proportional to the sqviare
of the velocity, is quite significant for short grades; therefore, the
speed of a truck at the beginning of an upgrade will alter the operating

speed on the grade.

Thus, if the approach speed is relatively high the

speed at the top of the grade will be greater than that resulting fr<»n a

lower approach speed; provided, the gradient and/or length of grade are
such that the crawl speed is not reached before the top of the grade (379).

Average spot speeds on downgrades are increased for grades up to five
percent for trucks and three percent for buses and passenger cars and

reduced for downgrades in excess of these limits when compared to speeds

on level tangent roadways (250, 257).
W. E. Willey found in his study conducted in Arizona in 1949-1950

that sight distance and the drivers mental attitude, except under congested
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traffic conditions, largelj controlled truck speeds on downgrades*

congestion on

nari*ovr

Traffic

txo-lane roads caused reduced truck speeds on down-

grades, but altitude had no apparent effect.

He was iinable to establish

any coz*relation between downhill truck speeds and gross vehicle weight,
pounds per braike horsepower ratios, or percent of downgrade.

This study

further disclosed that timcks on downgrades generally have speed characteristics which are similar to those of passenger vehicles on the same grades
(^37, 438,

UO).

Grades acceptable where traffic volume is light and passing is not
restricted are not satisfactory where high traffic volumes reduced passing
opport\mities.

Although the resviltant speeds on grades may be less during

high volume periods than during free-flow conditions, the greater portion
of this reduction can be attributed to traffic volume (299).

Nermann (251) explained it this way:

0, K.

".,, Grades have somewhat different

effect on operating speeds than curves, but the primary reason that they

reduce operating speeds is because they generally cause certain restric-

tions on the sight distance.

The fact that trucks travel at slower speeds

on grades than on a level has a tendency to increase the number of passings required by a vehicle trying to Hiaintaln a certain speed, but if the
sight distance was not also reduced by the existence of the grade, the

reduced speed of the truck would have only a slight effect on the operat-

ing speeds of the other vehicles."
B. A, Lefeve was unable to find any consistent relation between

operating speeds at the crest of vertical curves and the wi niBtm sig^t
distance (177).

It has been further conclTided that speeds at vertical

curves, regardless of the sight distance, are apparently governed by the

normal speeds on the highway preceding the curve (177, 336).
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The speeds of cooHnerclal vehicles on a grade are dependent on many
factors, the most ii^ortant ones being gradient, length of grade, gross

vehicle weight, approach speed, and power of the truck.

Passing; Sight Distance

Sight distance has been discussed previously as related to hozdzontal
and vertical alinement for a particular location.

However, this did not

include a discussion of passing sight distance and the restrictions it
imposes on traffic over a given length of roadway.

In considering this

effect on speed as measured over sizeable lengths of two-lane highways

in rural areas, observations have indicated that vehicular speedtT decrease
as the percentage of sight distance less than the passing sight distance

increases (133, 222, 251, 312).
Because restricted sight distance limits the nimber of opportunities
to pass, the actual operating speed is determined by the combined influence
of traffic volume and the percentage of the total roadway length which has

insufficient sight distance to permit passing maneuvers (133, 251, 312).

Cross-Section Elements

Cross-section elements of the roadway for the purposes of this study
include the number of lanes, lane width, lane position, road surface,
medians, curbs, shoulders, lateral clearance, friction points, and speed
change lanes.

Number of Lanes

In general, four-lane highways, on which passing is not restricted

by opposing traffic, have hi^er average spot speeds than two and three-lane
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highways.

The average speeds on four-lane divided highways are sooiewhat

greater than those on foxir-lane undivided highways (69, 120, 250, 257).
However, a study conducted by P. J. Claffey in 1959 in 17 eastern states

showed little difference between space mean speeds on two-lane roads and

four-lane roads, excepting that four-lane major urban routes outside of
the downtown areas of major cities had speeds approximately 25 percent

higher than two-lane routes in the same cities (A5),

Several reports

have Indicated that average spot speeds on three-lane facilities are

slightly higher than on two-lane facilities (8, 250, 257, 299).

However,

a comprehensive speed survey conducted in Canada in 1956 indicated that

three-lane highways may have lower mean speeds than two or four-lane
facilities (75).

It is generally agreed that roadways with more than

foxir-lanes have speed characteristics similar to those for four-lane

facilities (299, 397).

Lane Width
Some disagreement appears among the findings of studies conceimlng

the effect of lane width on speed.

Speed surveys conducted in New York

in 1950-1951 revealed that the average spot speeds of cars Increased 0,3
mph, and the average spot speeds of trucks Increased 0.2 mph for each

additional foot of pav«aent over 20 feet (427).

A study conducted

by

R. E, Frost in Indiana in 1941-1942 foxmd that cars traveled soBewhat

faster on 22-foot pavement than on 18-foot pavement under good weather
conditions, but that pavement width had no apparent effect on speed when

bad weather was encountered (98).

On city streets in London a speed-

volume-lane width relationship was established for street widths equal to
or greater than 20 feet and speeds greater than 10 iq)h.

This relationship
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was generalized by the equation:

S » 31 - (V + 430)/(3W - 18) or to 2k

mph whichever was less, where S is the average spot speed in miles per
hour, V is the volume of traffic in vehicles per hovir, and W is the total

pavement width in feet.

In other words, average speeds in urban areas

decreased linearly with increasing traffic volumes, but this reduction
was less for wider streets than for narrower ones (425).

Extensive rural speed-placement studies conducted by the Public Roads

Administration (now Bureau of Pxiblic Roads) in cooperation with several
State Highway departments in 1943-19U (380, 381, 383) reported that:

"...for the sections included in this study on which vehicle speeds were

typical of

modem two-lane

highways, pavement width apparently had no

consistent effect on the average speeds of either the free-moving vehicle
or those meeting on-coming traffic,,.,

"Perhaps the most important consideration is that drivers did not

travel more slowly on the narrower than on the wider surfaces.

This should

not be interpreted to imply that the naiTower surfaces are as adequate

for the desired speeds as are the wider roads.

It is more likely that

drivers maintain their desired speeds in the face of an apparently greater
hazard on the narrow widths."

Other stvidies conducted in more recent

years have been unable to establish any definite correlation between
vehicle speeds and lane width (191, 319, 346),
In general, for main two-lane rural highways it can be concluded that

very slight increases in speed with increased pavement width will probably
occur.

•
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Lane Position

Another variable of the highway cross-section vAiich has received

considerable stxkly is lane position.

A. Taragin, in his study of driver

performance on horizontal curves on two-lane rural hi^ways, concluded
that even though the sight distance in many cases was greater for the
oxrtisde lane than the inside lane, the average speed on the outside lane

on curves was about the same as that on the inside lane (377, 378),

On three-lane highways the two outside lanes show the normal linear
decrease in average speed with an increase in volume, but the center lane
shows a higher average speed than the outside lanes, and the speed does
not appear to change with variations in the traffic volume (133, 250, 257)
A number of comprehensive speed studies made on multilane divided

facilities have included observations of speeds by lane position.

These

studies have shown that the slower average speed occurs in the right lane
and that the highest average speeds occxir in the median lane.

The slower

speeds in the right lane are attributed, in part, to the presence of com-

mercial vehicles which tend to travel in this lane, and by the usual
speed-change maneuvers of ingress and egress traffic in this outside lane.
The faster speeds in the median lane can also be partially attributed to
the throiigh traffic (discussed under Traffic Stream Characteristics) vAiich

tends to travel in this lane to avoid the hazards of merging and diverging
traffic which normally takes place in the right lane (91, 162, I63, 185,
193, 195, 196, 228, 319, 421, 431).

Road Surface T7P«

Speeds tend to increase as the type of road surface progresses from

low to high (299),

However, different road surfaces of a cooqiarable type.
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such as bituminous concrete and portland cement concrete, have similar
speed characteristics (271, 419).

In Connecticut in 1937 average speeds

on concrete highways were found to exceed those on lower type pavements

by three to four mph (396).

In studies made in Indiana in 1933 and again

in 1934 on the same sections of roadway, it was fovind that the average
speed on monolithic brick surfaces (which were rough and noisy) were nine

to ten mph lower than that for concrete surfaced roads (271).

Several

studies conducted in different states during the 1930's showed speeds on

gravel surfaces to average about eight to ten mph lower than those on concrete roads (111, 113, 121, 234, 268).

Medians
A background of favorable experience in the use of medians has result-

ed in the acceptance of the separation of opposing lanes as an essential

feature of a multilane highway (28, 181, 270),

Many traffic surveys have

reported higher average speeds on divided than on undivided roadways in

both urban and niral areas (192, 250, 257).

Speed data collected in New

York in 1950 on six different median types showed that average speeds of

vehicles were not affected by the type of median (28).
However, it has been shown that the placing of a median in an exist-

ing four-lane facility without providing any additional pavement width

will produce a "squeezing" effect on traffic and speeds will be reduced.
TW.8 presents the faster moving vehicles with a sitxxation in which theymore

often choose to slow down and follow the slow moving vehicle than to pass
(268).
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Curbs
Little study has been made of the effect of curbs on traffic speeds.
The presence of mountable curbs alone does not materially reduce average
speeds, but barrier curbs tend to reduce average speeds by two to three

nph, unless additional lane width is provided to ccanpensate for these

curbs (191).

Shoulders

Studies have been made and data analyzed according to different tjrpes
and widths of shoulders.

hi^er average speed for

The majority of these studies indicate a slightly
the highway with a shoulder than for the highway

with no shoiilder, but that speeds are not significantly influenced by wide
shoulders or shoulder type (300, 319, 375, 376, 384).

Studies conducted

in Ohio and West Virginia indicated a slightly hi^er speed for wide
shoulders; however, the conclusion was drawn that for the conditions

studied variations in shoulder width and type had but little measurable

effect on the speeds of free moving vehicles (300),
A, Taragin and H, G, Eckhardt summarized data collected at more than
50 locations in 15 states (384) and offer the following conclusions:

"The speed of moving vdiicles is not substantially affected by the width
of shoulder, providing the shoulder is more than 4-ft. in width, and well-

maintained grass shoulders have the same effect on the speed and lateral

position of moving vehicles as does well-aaintained gravel shoiilders,"

.

Lateral Clearance
In general, travel characteristic studies have disclosed a reduction
in vehicular speeds when restricted lateral clearances were produced by
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placing objects on the roadway shoulders.

The type of object producing

the restricted lateral clearance, its location on the shoulder, or the
pavement vddth made little difference in speed characteristics (26l, 319).

In 1953, A. Taragin in a study of driver behavior as affected by objects
on roadway shoulders (373,
clusions.

37/*)

provided some refinements to these con-

He found that passenger cars traveling in the lane adjacent to

the occupied shoulder on two-lane pavements 16 and 20 feet wide reduced
their speed an average of three mph, and on pavanents 22 and 26 feet wide
reduced their speed an average of one mph.

He also found a greater tend-

ency for speeds to be reduced when a barricade was placed on the shoulder

than when a tiruck or passenger car was parked on the shoulder.

He further

concluded, "...truck drivers, regardless of the lane in which they were

traveling, were influenced by the shoulder condition even less than passenger car drivers.
"The average passenger car driver, meeting another vehicle traveling

in the opposite direction at the same place on the highway as the object

was located on the shoulder, reduces his speed 2.3 miles per hour if in
the lane adjacent to the occi^pied shoulder, and 1.5 miles per hour if in
the other lane....
"On the four-lane highway there was no consistent tendency for drivers
of vehicles in either lane under any of the study conditions to change

their speeds with respect to those under normal conditions."
ResTilts of several observations at narrow bridges tend to indicate

that plate-gii^ier bridges 24 or more feet wide cause little or no reduc-

tion in speed on two-lane roads while those less than 24-feet wide produce
a definite reduction in speed (98, 285, A43).

On the other hand, long.
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hl£^ truss bridges 24-feet wide showed reductions of about seven miles per
hour below the speed on adjacent tangent sections (191).

Friction Points
For pxirposes of this discussion friction points will include hi^way

intersections at-grade, at-grade railroad crossings, and school zones (153»
161, 191» 192, 218, 342, 449).

Several authors have presented methods for

determining the critical approach speed at uncontrolled intersections
(58, 115, 1A5, 288),
S - 15 + 0.12

V*^

Bruce D. Greenshields developed the equation,

which gives the minlmimi distance (S) required from the

collision point to the decision point in terms of the speed (V) at the -*

decision point for uncontrolled intersections (Figure 2) (115).
F. D, Miller in his study of school crossings in Indiana found that

the presence of children at the edge of the roadway lowered the 85th percentile speed three to four miles per hour.

The reduction was greatest

in the lane adjacent to where the children were standing (82, 218).
There is generally believed to be a tendency for spot speeds on road-

ways to decrease with an increase in the nvanber of firiction points encountered per unit of distance, but very little information is available

concerning this subject.

P. J. Claffey observed that on roadways with

less than two crossroads per mile, average speeds decreased with an
increase in the frequency of driveways.

These observations were based

on zero to ten, ten to 20, or more than 20 driveways per mile.

When the

nuinber of crossroads was greater than two per 3nile, average speeds in-

creased slightly with an increase in the frequency of driveways from zero

to ten and ten to 20 per mile, but average speeds dropped abmptly for a
frequency greater than 20 driveways per mile (A5).
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Speed Change Lanes

Deceleration lanes provide a place for turning vehicles to slow-down
without affecting the through traffic.

Likewise, the acceleration lane

provides a place for vehicles entering high-speed highways to gain their
speed and pick a gap for merging without interrupting the through traffic.

Studies were made in the early stages of speed-change lane development

concerning the weaving and merging practices of vehicles to provide the
needed Information to design these facilities (221, 370, 371, 451).

More

recent studies have been made in an attempt to determine the optimum

lengths of acceleration and deceleration lanes (159, 314).

It has been

concluded that, in general, traffic on properly designed acceleration or

deceleration lanes has little effect on the speed of through traffic on

multilane facilities (159).
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TRAFFIC STREAM CHARACTERISTICS

From a purely theoretical standpoint, volume, speed, and density are
the basic elements of traffic flow.

tionship for flowing traffic is:

The fundamental mathematical rela-

V = SD, where V is the average volume

in vehicles per hour, S is the average speed in miles per hour, and D is

the average density in vehicles per mile (112, 114),

Speed. Volume, and Density

From the above expression it is seen that volume has a very definite
effect on vehicular speeds.

If a driver is to proceed at a desired speed,

he must have vmlimited opportunities to overtake and pass on two or threelane highways, and on multi-lane roadways he must be able to change lanes
and pass as he desires.

Numerous studies conducted over the years in

several different states have reported an apparent linear relationship

between traffic volume and average speed for a given type of roadway,
other conditions being the same, until near capacity conditions are reached
(8, 17,

37, 49,

50, 77, 133, l6l, 195, 196, 250, 251, 253, 256, 257, 259,

260, 312, 411, 423).

In an investigation of traffic congestion in Melbourne, Australia in

1956 the following regression eqiiations for speed-volume relationships were
reported:

S

44,5 - 1.03 V^ for a suburban area with a coefficient of

correlation of - 0,91, and S - 44.9 - 1.27 Vj for an urban location with
a coefficient of correlation of - 0,90, where S is the mean speed in miles

•
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per hour,

V^^

is the volime in hvindreds of vehicles per hour for both

directions of travel on two-lane roads, and V2 is the volume in hundreds
of vehicles per hour for one direction of travel on four-lane roads.

The

author stated, however, that "The wide range in volumes encountered during

this field study covering a limited time did not produce a sufficient num-

ber of speed samples at many levels of volume to give statistically significant results,"

This is a possible e3qplanation for the high correlation

coefficients obtained (103,

10/^),

0, K, Nermann in a study in 1943 reported the following equations

for two-lane, rural highways; S = 43 - 0,009 V for small percentages of
conmercial vehicles, and S = 43 - 0,012 V for trucks equal to 17 percent
or greater, where S is the average speed in miles per ho\ir and V is the

volume in vehicles per hour.

The equation for high-speed highways was

found to be S - 48.5 - 0.009 V (251, 259).
At traffic densities greater than the critical density (that density

at which possible capacity is attained) both volume and speed are red\iced.
This relationship is depicted on the graphical diagram in Figure 3*

As

densities increase beyond the critical density, average speed decreases at
a decreasing rate

with a corresponding reduction In traffic volume, and

both become zero where density is greatest (bvonper to bimper) but where
there is no traffic flow (112,
423).

lU,

II6, 133, 150, 256, 267, 312,

Ul,

As a result, except at the point of possible capacity, there are

two possible average speeds for a volume, depending on the traffic density.

The higher average speed on the vqjper portion of the graph results

vhen the traffic density is below the critical value, and the lower average speed on the lower section of the plot denotes the rate of traffic

movement if the critical density Is exceeded (114)
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From data collected in Ohio in 193A B. D. Greenshields found
tive sloping linear relationship between average speed

aixl

nega-

average density

for densities less than the critical density (108, 112, LU).
stridy of

a

A field

traffic flow on the Merritt Parkway conducted in 1956 supported

this linear correlation between speed and density (150, 267).
a study made on this same

However,

facility in I960 showed an exponential relation-

ship between average speed and density, with speed decreasing at a decreas-

ing rate for increasing values of density.
(411) further stated:

In this I960 study R. T. Underwood

"For volumes and densities up to, and well beyond,

the practical capacity, the speed-volume and speed-density cvurves closely

approximate strai^t lines and, for practical purposes, could be taken as
The speed-volume c\irve deviates considerably from a straight line

such.

as the possible capacity is reached, but the speed-density curve is still

reasonably close to a straight line up to the possible capacity; althoijgh
beyond this limit, errors by use of a straight line would tend to beccane

large,"
Several investigations on highway operating characteristics, parti-

cularly on freeways, have reported a parabolic relationship between speed
and volume.

The drop in speed with increasing volume was very slight

until a sharp down-break occurred some distance before the possible capa-

city was reached.

The speed-volume relationship for densities greater

than the critical value was in all cases approximately the same as the
relationship discussed earUer (91, ll6, 150, 162, 185, 228, 256, 267,
411, 431).
A series of curves relating speed to the ratio of volume to capacity

for signalized urban arterisils were developed for use in the Chicago Area

•
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Transportation Study.
cle arrival rates.

The Poisson distribution was used to generate vehi-

From this, the average speed on a particiilar roadvay

facility was found to remain relatively constant as the voliane-capaoity
ratio increased to 60 percent for signilized streets and to 80 percent
for rural and urban freeways.

As the ratio increased beyond these re-

spective limits the speed was observed to decrease linearly (35).
R, T,

Underwood in his study of speed, volume, and density relationships,

proposed a general speed-volume relationship in which traffic flow is
subdivided into three separate zones -

- -

of unstable flow, and a zone of forced flow
in terms of probabilities,"

"A zone of normal flow, a zone

each zone being specified

For the zone of normal flow a linear relation-

ship was assumed to exist between speed and volume on the basis of previous

relationships noted by many researchers in this area.

He stated that no

definite relationship probably existed between speed and volume in the zone
of unstable flow.

Flow cannot be maintained at a constant rate for any

length of time in this zone.

Rather it is a transition between the zones

of normal and forced flow (411).

Curves produced by Palmer (267) also

indicated the presence of an unstable area in the vicinity of possible
capacity, and one of 0. K. Nermann's later papers (256) indicated the

possibility of an unstable condition at possible capacity.
Underwood's proposed speed-volume relationship was found to be fairly
consistent with the observed data of T. W, Forbes (91) A. D. May, Jr. and
F. A. Wagner, Jr.

(431).

(196), M. R. Palmer (26?), and G. M. Webb and K. Moskowitz

It was also "reconciled" with the models of B. D. Greenshields

(112, 114) and 0. K. Nermann (256), and at the same time it seems to over-

come their apparent deficiencies (411)
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Longitudinal Distribution

The lon^tudlnal distribution of vehicles in the traffic stream af-

fects the driver* 8 selection of speed (I9l).

Average headway, the aver-

age time interval between the passage of successive vehicles going by a

fixed point, is a direct measure of, and inversely proportional to, volume.

Several field observations of traffic-stream characteristics have considered
the Influence of headways between vehicles on average speeds.

In general

these studies have concluded that there is little or no difference in the
speeds of successive vehicles until headways are reduced to some critical

value within the range of three to nine seconds.

When headways decrease

below this critical value, the speed of the following vehicle decreases
rapidly until the same speed as that of the lead vehicle is reached (91»
133. 253, 257).
A

headway of four seconds was found to be the critical time-spacing

value for data collected at a t«aporary bridge on the Merritt Parkway in
Connecticut.

The rear vehicle was often the faster at headways above

four seconds, while at a time spacing of four seconds or less it was

usually traveling slower than the vehicle in front (267).

in one of his reports (253) stated that:

0. K. Normann

"...the average driver starts

to be Influenced by the speed of the preceding vehicle at a fairly constant

time spacing or at a distance spacing that varies with his speed,"
T, W, Forbes in his analysis of data collected on a six-lane freeway

in California suggested that:

",, .drivers are not necessarily affected

by the car ahead at a given time spacing, and that a nine-second figure
previously reported for two-lane highways probably resulted from the
restriction of passing opportunities,"

He also reported that drivers under
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the pressure of very heavy traffic, tended to maintain a fixed minimim
distance rather than a minimum time separation, with the minimum distance

maintained being proportional to the speed at which they were traveling
(91).

Passing

In order for the faster moving vehicles to maintain their desired

speeds there must be adequate opportxinities for them to change lanes and

pass the slower^noving vehicles.

Several studies of passing maneuvers

were made in the late 193C*s, and all of them are in fairly close agreement (93, 109^143, 190, 232,

25/;,

279, 383).

One study reported that

84 percent of the drivers desiring to pass had to slow down before the

passing maneuver was made (232),

C, W, Prisk did an extensive investiga-

tion of passing practices on rural highways from 1938 to 19A0 (279).

He

reported the influence of passing maneuvers on vehiculir speeds as follows;
'T..

The average passing driver wants to travel approximately

ten

vaph

faster than the vehicle he passes and about six mph

faster than the average speed of all traffic.
2.

The passing vehicle, on the average, slows down before

passing to within five

n?)h

of the speed of the vehicle to be

passed.
3,

The normal or desired speeds of the passed and passing

vehicles are approximately the same as their average
speeds dvuring the passing.
Z».

There is no appreciable change in the speed of the passed

vehicle during the passing.
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5.

The average maximum speed attained by the passing vehicle

during the maneuver Is three to four nph above Its normal
driving speed and about ten i^h higher than the average for
all traffic on the highway."
A.

Taragln reported that on two-lane highways the average speeds of

the passing vehicles ranged from 45 to 52 mph, and speeds of the passed

vehicles averaged between 32 and 37

n?>h (381,

383).

0, K, Normann has

reported that passing practices have changed very little over the years.
In a study conducted In 1938 he found the average speeds of passing vehi-

cles to be k5 mph, average speeds of passed vehicles were 35

average speeds of free^novlng vehicles were 41 mph (254).

i>q)h,

and

In a repeat

study conducted In 1957 the average speeds were found to be 52 aph for

passing vehicles, 39 mph for passed vehicles, and 45 nph for free-flowing
vehicles (383).

Traffic in the Opposlivg Direction

Several field investigations of speed characteristics on niral, two-

lane highways have Included information on the effect of opposing traffic

on spot speeds.
381) reported:

A.

Taragln in his analysis of data from ten states (380,

"...it is Interesting to note that the speed of the average

driver is practically the same when meeting oncoming vehicles as when
uninfluenced by other vehicles."

However, in 0. K. Normann' s study of

hl^way capacity in 1934-1935 opposing traffic was tovmA to have some
Influence on vehicular speeds.

In a regression analysis correlating the

speed of the vehicles with the volumes of traffic in the same and opposing

directions, the following multiple linear equation was produced with a

correlation coefficient of - 0.877:

S = 44.92 - 0.01044 Vg - 0.00719 V^,
ft
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where S is the average speed in one direction in miles per hour, 7

is the

traffic volxane in one direction in vehicles per hour, and V^ is the opposing traffic volume in vehicles per hour.

Of course, this expression is

valid only for two-lane rural highways having a density equal to or less
than the critical value (253, 268).

Driver Residence

Driver residence, in general, has been classified as in-state or outof-state for purposes of analyzing speed data.

A

study conducted on rural,

two-lane highways by C, H, Lawshe, Jr., in 1940 compared the speeds of

drivers having rural addresses with those having street addresses.

He

reported a mean speed of 39.9 mph + 0.97 for drivers with rural route

addresses and a mean speed of 45«5 aph + 0.53 for drivers with street
addresses.

He conclxjded that this difference of 5.6 aph was statistically

significant (175).

Several speed charactertstic studies have produced data which has
shown that out-of-state cars are driven faster than in-state cars (65»
71, 83, 101,

U2,

268, 333, 346, 396).

H. R. DeSilva In a study of drivers

in Connecticut found that, on an average, out-of-state men drove 3.1 mph
faster than Connecticut men, and out-of-state women di^ve 3*2 mph faster

than Connecticut women (65).

From a study of driver characteristics in

the daytime in California, 0. K, Nonaann found that out-of-state men

traveled 2.3

n^jh

faster than California men, but out-of-state women traveled

1.9 mph slower than the California women (252),

C, H, Lawshe, Jr. in a

study conducted in 1940, concluded that in-state or out-of-state residence

itself is not a factor and that those who were observed more than 25 miles
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tr<m home may be combined with the out-of-state group (175).

In a more

recent study conducted in Illinois by J. C. Oppenlajader (26A) it was

fovmd that on four-lane highways drivers residence apparently had little

influence on speed characteristics.
he concluded:

Hov;ever, for two-lane facilities

"The mean speeds of out-of-state and in-state passenger

vehicles were significantly different

..in all areas."

Several authors have reported trip distance as one of the most
important factors affecting driving speeds (66, 67, 135, 142, 396).

The

following statements from the 1940 study of driver characteristics in
California (252) indicates that it is trip distance rather than residence

which affects speed:

"There is not a significant difference between

speeds of out-of-state drivers and California drivers for corresponding

travel distances,"

This report further stated that drivers going over

400 miles traveled significantly faster and drove

going less than 20 miles.

Also:

newer cars than those

"...regardless of the age of the vehicle,

the average speed Increases with an increase in travel distance.

The

newer the vehicle, however, the greater is the relative increase in speed.
The rate of speed increase is much greater for the shorter travel distances,

especially those below 75 miles, than for the longer travel distances."
H, R. DeSilva found that drivers who had traveled short distances were

driving at slower speeds than drivers who had traveled long distances, and
drivers who still had long distances to go traveled faster than those who

were near their destination (65, 66).

It was reported by C. H, Lawshe,

Jr. in 1940 that those rural people who were further than 25 miles from

home did not differ a great deal from urban people in so far as speed is
concerned (175).
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VARIATION WITH TIME

Variations in vehicular speeds have been analyzed according to the

various time cycles of year, season, month, day, and hour.

The yearly

variation has been discussed previously under "Speed Trends".

Seasonal

C, J. Tilden in a study in 1936 observed that the average speeds of

passenger cars and buses were highest in the winter and lowest in the
summer, and truck speeds were lowest in the summer, and that they were

sli^tly faster in the spring than in the winter (396).

A study con-

ducted in Minnesota in 1961 showed the 85th percentile speed of all

vehicles to be one to two

laph

faster in the fall than in the spring and

summer (62).

Monthly

A study of the vartability of fixed-point speed measxirements in

Wisconsin concluded that the difference between monthly mean speeds was
larger than could be accounted for by chance (322).

Daily

There is little consistency In the reports regarding daily fluctuations
in spot speeds; however, most of them agree that Sunday speeds in general
are lower than those observed on other days (67,

7/f,

209, 271),

One study
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reported a real and significant difference between Monday, Tuesday,
day, and Friday mean speeds (322).

Thiirs-

Another study reported, for one study

location, that speeds on Wednesday were slower than those on any other

weekday(67).

Still another study (209) reported:

"...there appears to

be no significant difference between various days of the week, with the
exception of the morning hours on Tuesdays.

investigation."

...This warrants further

No apparent trends are reflected in the above studies;

therefore, it is believed that it is the difference in traffic stream

characteristics rather than the day of week which accounts for the speed
variations.

Hour of Day

The variation of speed patterns with the hour of day is also subject

to disagreement.

A stvidy conducted in Illinois (262) concluded:

"...re-

sults of statistical tests showed that the variation of spot speeds with

time of day were not consistent with respect to both time of the day and

locations along the study route."

Some stvidies have indicated a definite

time-speed variation diuring the 2/f-hours of the day, and this difference
cannot be acco\inted for by change alone (209, 322).

One study reported

no difference in speeds by hours of the day between 10:00 am and 5sOO pm
(175),

Other studies found that speeds vary little with time of day (17,

302, 435).

Still others hSive shown that the average speed decreased as

the day progressed.

Relatively high speeds occurred in the early morning

business hours, then decreased gradually vintil late afternoon, rose to a

minor peak between five and seven pm, decreased rather sharply at dusk,
and continued to decrease gradually to the lowest average of the day after
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night fall (117, 209, 333, 346, 396).

N.

J.

Rowan and C. J. Keese, in

their study of factors influencing traffic speeds (302), reported that:
"The highest traffic speeds were observed during l) extremely low volume

conditions in the late evening and early morning hours, and 2) rush hour

periods when the driver was operating on a tight schedule.

A large num-

ber of traffic conflicts resulted in a reduction in traffic speeds."
There is sufficient information presented above to suggest that a signi-

ficant variation in vehicular speeds occurs during the day.

There are

also indications that the reported variations may have been primarily

due to stream characteristics which differed during the day rather than

to the time of the day.

Day vs

Nirfit

By observing vehicular speeds for both day and night the effect of
light conditions on driver operations can be measured.

Several speed-

characteristic studies have shown no significant differences between day-

time and nighttime speeds (8, 28, 268, 284, 346, 355, 380, 381, 383).

Many other articles written on highway travel characteristics have indicated that average speeds at night are about one mph lower than in

daytime on urban arterials (30, 64) and two to eight mph lower in rural
areas.

The range (two to eight mph) for rural areas occurs on different

types of roadway faciUties (74, 98, 121, 209, 275, 276, 285, 342, 396,
442).

Illumination and Delineation
Illumination and delineation are aids to night visibility on the
highway, which had previously been limited to the range and adequacy of

Al

the vehicles headlights.

In 1939 an investigation of driver behavior

under night travel conditions demonstrated that average

ni^t

speeds were

lower with or without highway illumination than average day speeds.
Average

ni^t

speeds were also found to be slightly less with illumination

than with no illumination (70, 188, 422),

In 194A, the Bureau of Public

Roads conducted a limited study on rural, tangent highway sections in
New Jersey,

These studies indicated little change in night driving speed

between lighted and unlighted sections (258).

A,

Taragin and B, M, Rudy

recently reported the results of studies conducted on the Connecticut
Turnpike.

They could not determine any significant difference in average

speeds for various coaditions of illumination and delineation (385, 386),
A fairly extensive study conducted in Indiana in 1959 considered the

effect of roadside reflectors, pavement edge lines, signing and, in one
case, channelizing islands on driver speed patterns.

The results of this

study indicate that with added delineation, the average speeds of pas-

senger cars at night showed a tendency to be slightly higher, particularly
at critical points such as a narrow bridge, the center of an intersection,

or on sharp curves.

However, these speed increases were very small (less

than 1 1/2 mph) and probably were of little practical significance (275,
276).

Fran these studies it appears that illumination and delineation

have very little affect on the average speeds of vehicles.

k2

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Vehlcxilar speeds tend to be affected by weather conditions due to a

reduction in visibility or Impainnent of surface conditions.

In general

inclement weather tends to lower spot speeds, with the amount of reduction

varying with the severity of the conditions (98, 185, 186, 268, 423).
C, J« Tilden observed reductions in average speeds due to impaired visi-

bility to range tram 7.5 percent in light rain to 23 percent in dense fog,
under unfavorable road surface conditions to range from 4.4 percent on a
clear day with the surface 30 percent snow-covered to 37.5 percent on a
clear day with three inches of hard-packed snow on the surface, and with

both impaired visibility and unfavorable road surface conditions to range
from 10.3 percent dviring snow flurries with «iow on the road to 23,5 percent during a sleet storm with the surface icy (396).

effects as follows:

He sunnarized the

"...The effect of weather on speed ranged frcan stop-

ping altogether during bad siwwstorms to driving at high speeds on clear,
crisp mornings when the road was free from snow or ice."

It appears that

bad surface conditions (hard-packed snow) create greater speed reductions

than do lower visibility conditions (67, 191, 396).

R. E. Frost reported

that the only weather conditions affecting traffic speeds, during his survey, were hard rains or heavy snows which greatly reduced visibility (98).

reduced
T. W, Forbes and M, S, Katz reported that vehicular speeds were

on snowy or icy pavements, but not to the extent necessary to compensate
for the adverse operating conditions (92).
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The literatxire is somewhat inconsistent as to the effect of

ment on vehicular speeds.

vret

pave-

Some reports have indicated a reduction in vehi-

cular speeds on wet pavements, (186, 325) while others have shovm no
significant difference (188, 352, 365, 396),
326)

:

R. J. Stoeed reported (325,

"The speeds of vehicles on wet roads have been found to be slower

than those on the same roads when dry if the road looks slippery when it
is wet, but not so, if it does not look slippery; in that case the average

wet road speed was about the same as the dry road speed, even if the road

was actually slippery."

These studies reveal that in general the motoring

public tends to adjust its speed to the relative danger of road hazards
encountered.

hU

SPEED CONTROL MEASURES

Various types of traffic-control devices and techniques are enQ)loyed

in an atten^>t to regulate the flow of vehicles.

Some of these devices and

techniques have been favorably accepted by the general public while others
have caused considerable discussion and disagreement,
J.

E.

Johnston so aptly described the sitxiat^on as follows (157):

"Ever since the first automobile chugged its noisy way among the startled

horses and amazed public, the motor car has been
tive traffic law conceived by man.

siji)Jected to

every restric-

There has been a concerted effort to

curtail its movements with stop signs, traffic signals and speed limits.

This attitude is already costing us much of the advantages we might gain

from improved automobiles and highways.

Unless we think more in terms of

•go* than 'slow* in drafting regulations, it is going to cost more,"

Controlled Access

The control of access to roadways is a technique being employed not
so much to control speed but rather to permit higher speeds with greater

safety (197).

It is a prerequisite in the design of most modern freeways

and expressways.

In 1954 a study was conducted by A. D. May, Jr. in an

attempt to determine the effect on speed of full, partial, and no control
of access in urban, suburban, and rural areas.

The extent of access con-

trol apparently had little Influence on spot speeds in rural areas, but

in suburban and urban areas the average speed was found to increase with

•
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increasing control of access.

This study reported that average speeds on

fully controlled-access facilities in rural, suburban, and urban areas
were, respectively; 2.5, 10.3 and 20,9 mph higher than average speeds for

corresponding areas on uncontrolled-access roadways (194),

P, J. Claffey

in his investigation of the characteristics of passenger-car-travel on
toll roads and comparable free roads reported an average speed of 60.1

mph on rural four-lane divided controlled-access routes and an average
speed of 48-50 mph on two and four-lane rural routes without control of

access (45)

Enforcement

Several studies have been conducted in an attempt to determine the
effect of enforcement activities on vehicular speeds.

Pilot studies were

conducted at the Traffic Institute, Northwestern University in an attempt
to determine the affect of a visible patrol unit.

The data suggests some

slowing of traffic in the immediate vicinity of a standing patrol unit.
The data for the patrol unit moving in the traffic stream indicated that

the effect of the unit was limited to 1,000 feet or less ahead and only a
few hundred feet behind it (18).

reported (4)

:

A special study conducted in Chicago

"Somewhat more than doubling arrests for hazardous traffic

law violations results in slightly less than halving the excess speed per
vehicle.

The death rate also dropped but not quite so much.

Night speeds

responded more to the additional enforcement than day speeds did,"

Other

studies have reported reductions in the auto death rate with increased

enforcement (139, 296); however, these did not mention a reduction in
speed.

Several reports have indicated a reduction in speed after the

:
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placing of signs indicating that a timing device is being used (3, 136,
208, 277, 286, 310, 391).

Seattle, Vfeshington has reported that (A12)

"...am oversize speedometer motmted on the rear of police cars, and showing the true speed of the cars, had a noticeable effect on speeding in

Seattle ."

No after studies are reported to

shovi

if these are permanent

reductions or if speeds are Just reduced temporarily and then return to

their original values.

N,

J,

Rowan and C.

J.

Keese reported (302):

"Traffic speeds are reduced in the immediate vicinity of radar enforcement activity.

The localized influence of enforcement has essentially

dissipated at four miles on either side of the radar unit."

It is

generally inferred that on rural highways increasing enforcement caused
no significant decrease in average spot speeds (156, 211, 320, 321).

Some

studies indicated that vehicle speeds tend to group more closely around

the average (decrease the variance) when the level of enforcement is

increased (211, 321).

0. K.

Nonnann reported that average speeds on free-

ways with little or no enforced speed limits were higher than those for

freeways with well-enforced speed limits (256).

Traffic Siiroals

Vehicular speeds apparently are influenced to different degrees by
the presence of traffic signals depending on the type of signal, the signal
timing, and the frequency of signals.

A study in Connecticut on a four-

decrease in
lane, divided highway with at-grade intersections revealed a
speed after signals were installed.

The average speed before the instal-

lation of traffic signals was 49 miles per hour.

A progressive signal

approxlaately
system was installed in 1951, and the average speed dropped to

kl

45 miles per hour (138).

Other studies have indicated that average

speeds on major streets were increased by changing the signal system tim-

ing from simultaneous to progressive (37, 118, 436).

Traffic signals of

the pretimed type cause a reduction in spe«is on roadways in both rioral
and urban areas (138, 171).

However, the use of flashing beacons apparent-

ly has no significant effect in reducing approach speeds of vehicles at
intersections (427).

In an investigation of the relation between speed

and volume on \irban streets in Chicago, a negative, linear relationship

was produced between the number of traffic signals per mile and the average
speed (16I)*.

The effect that traffic signals have on vehicular speeds

tends to vary widely between different roadway facilities and different

types of signal systems (423).

Traffic Signs

The use of "slow" signs to warn motor-vehicle operators has not been

found to be effective in reducing vehicular speeds (152, 204, 325).
W. S. Qulinby in a study of traffic patterns at a narrow bridge stated that

(285):

"...the type of warning sign had little effect in controlling the

basic desire of the driver to maintain a constant speed.

Rather, it would

seem that the bridge itself performs the function of the warning sign in
that the attention of the driver is focused on the entrance and not on the

warning message of the particular sign series."

F. D. Miller in a study

of school crossing protection reported that none of the fourteen sign con-

ditions tested had a great deal of effect on vehicle speeds.
stated (218):

He further

"...the 85th percentile speed without any school crossing

sign of any kind decreased two to three mph when children were present
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from that when children were not present.

Certain sign combinations de-

creased the speed an additional three to five wph.

However, the 85th

percentile speed when children were not present for certain sign condi-

tions was up to four mph higher than when no signs existed."
At an intersection of a minor road with a major highwaj, a greater

reduction in approach speeds on the minor

roaid

was observed to be pro-

duced by a "stop" sign than by either a "slow" sign or no sign.

As traf-

fic volumes increased on the major highway the decrease in approach speed

on the minor road became more pronoimced (325).

H. 0. Price reported

that a "speed zone ahead" sign had no effect on the speed of the traffic
at the location studied (278).
A study was conducted in Oregon in 1955 to determine the effect of a

sign "no traveling on paved shoulders" on average speeds both with and

without edgestripes.

The sign caused no apparent alterations in speed

either with or without the edgestrips (375, 376).

R. A. Moyer and D. S.

Berry sxnmnarized before-and-after studies reported by several states to

determine the effect of "safe speed" signs on ciirves.
(238):

They reported

"...speeds were more nearly uniform on marked ciirves than on

unmarked curves and that there was less congestion of traffic on these
curves.

The greatest advantage to the motorist provided by speed signs

is that they eliminate the surprise element when coming into a low speed

curve, especially on isolated curves, where the approach speed may be 50

to 60 mph and the safe speed on the curve 30 to 35 mph."

have reported slMlar results (418, h3U)*

Other studies

Sign size and location on the

roadway have been reported to have very little influence on speeds (173»
204).
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Pavement Markings

Parement markings are used in the field of traffic control to convey

messages to the driver vd.thout diverting his attention from the roadway.
The influence of two different types of "no-passing-zone" markings on

vehicle speeds was evaluated in 1949 by C, W. Prisk.

One type, referred

to as the Missoviri Zone, has the barrier line placed in the center of the
lane from which passing is prohibited.

The other one, the national

standard marking, places the barrier line parallel and close- to the road-

way center-line markings.

He reported the following (280):

"Average

operating speeds 500 feet in advance of the no-passing zones compared
were almost identical, and were slightly over 52 miles per hour for vehicles proceeding toward the zone.

At a point 300 feet within each of the

zones the general average speed level was lower by two to three mph, and

the greater decreases occurred with foreign drivers on the Missouri type

marking and with Missouri drivers on the national standard marking.

The

difference between the Missouri and the foreign drivers* reaction to the
zone, measured in terms of that speed change, was larger at the Missouri
zone, probably because Missouri drivers were better acquainted with the

conventional barrier-line location than foreign drivers were with the

center-of-the-lane position used throughout Missouri,"

In a comparison of

vehicular speeds on two-lane pavements with and without "center-line

markings it was reported that pavements with center-lines had higher
speeds by approximately four miles per hour (382),

On two-lane, niral highways studied in Oregon in 1955, "pavement-edge"

markings near the outside edge of fully paved shoulders was found to have
no marked effect on speeds.

However, when the "pavement-edge" markings
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were placed near the inside edge of partially-paved shoulders the average
speed was reduced three mph (375, 376).

After the installation of "pave-

ment-edge" markings on rural highways in Connecticut, average speeds in
the daytime and nighttime increased, respectively, A.l and 5.6 miles per
hour.

In addition, the difference between day and night average speeds

was reduced from h,l to 1,7 mph after the delineation of pavement edges
(4A2),

Results of data recorded at six stations on a four-mile test

section of the Merritt Parkway in 1953 showed a more vinifonn speed pattern, daylight speeds being reduced while nighttime speeds increased, after

the test section was edgestriped

(2ilJ!»),

A study of the merits of painting

speed-limit nvanerals on the pavement at the beginning of speed zones
showed no effect on spot-speed statistics (278).

Speed Limits

Speed control is probably one of the most important, difficult, and

controversial problwns of traffic operations.

No definite criteria for

establishing speed zones has been accepted by all of the people involved.
Speed control is important because it facilitates movement at uniform

speeds which is desirable from the safety and capacity standpoint; it is

difficult because variations in individual driving behavior complicates
the establishment of adequate, reasonable, and uniform warrants based on

-

objective speed surveys; and, it is controversial because of divergences
of opinion among engineers, enforcement officers, the motorists, and the

people living along the roadway as to appropriate methods of controlling
speeds (17, 26,

UO).

The early speed laws generally stated that "speed should be reasonable
and prudent for the conditions prevalent."

The determination of a
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"reasonable and prudent" speed was generally left to the enforcing officers
and the drivers.

materialized:

By the late 1920»s three kinds of speed limits had

no speed limit, i.e., speed should be reasonable and prudent,

prima facie speed limit, and absolute speed limit (68, 137,

IZJ.).

Argu-

ments for and against the respective speed limits filled magazines and newspapers throughout the nation during the 1930* s (90, 155, 199, 202, 225,
291, 387).

Accordingly, speed laws were changed in various states as one

system would be abolished and another adopted.

The general trend, however,

has been toward absolute speed limits, particularly within the cities,

because such limits are generally easier to enforce (100, 207, 287, 330,
331, 350),

The literature contains several articles concerning the effects of

changing from one type of speed limit to another.

These studies tend to

indicate a slight increase in mean speeds, and a slight decrease in standai^l
deviations when going from a "prima facie" limit to an "absolute" limit
(lA, 51, 1A6, 323, 349)

»

Other studies have compared

states with different speed limit laws.

speeds in adjoining

These studies tend to indicate

that the state laws have no apparent influence on the speed of motor vehicles (266, 323, 387).
The results of many studies of the influence of speed regulations on

vehicle speeds are found in the literature.

among the findings of various investigators.

There is sane disagreement
Speed zones in urban areas

seem to have very little effect on the drivers choice of speed.

From a

study conducted in Champaign, Illinois on major streets varying from no

posted limits through posted limits of 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 mph, C, C.
Wiley, C, A, Matyas and J. C, honberger concluded that (435):

"l) Traffic
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consistently ignores posted speed limits and even the absence of speed limit
signs, and r\ms at speeds which the drivers consider reasonable, convenient,

and safe under existing conditions; 2) Drivers do not operate by the speed-

ometer but by the conditions they meet; 3) The general public gives little

attention to what speed limits are posted,"

Similar results were observed

in Nashville, Tennessee, by T, B. Deen (6^), and in several Indiana cities

by C. M. ELmberg and

H. L. Michael (81, 83, 8^).

Other publications from

various parts of the country have indicated the same conclusion that speedlimit signs in urban areas have little effect on vehicle speeds (25, 30,
78, 158, 203, 2A2, 265, 326,354, 399,

4U,

420, 432, 446, 447).

Several speed studies, however, have indicated that average speeds
are reduced when reasonable speed limits are posted on urban streets which

were not previously zoned (29, 48, 102, 292, 450).

However, the raising

of speed limits on urban roadways apparently has no significant influence

on average vehicle speeds (29, 53, 102, I56, 432).

E. V. Avery studied in

i960 the effect of raising speed limits on urban arterial streets (U, 12),
He reported that:

"...the tendency is for any speed changes to be small

and to bear no relationship to the change in the limit.

There appears to

be little or no relation between the amount of the limit raise and any
change in actual speeds,"

Also, the lowering of speed limits in urban

areas of St. Paul, Minnesota had little effect on vehicle speeds.

A

tendency was noted for the mean and 85th percentile speeds to increase
slightly (432).

The controlling effect of speed limits on the speed-volume relationship has been described by 0. K. Normann.

At very low traffic volumes

volumes increase
average speeds tend to be governed by speed limits, but as
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average speeds tend to decrease in a linear manner with a slope somewhat
less than that of the normal speed-volxme relation.

At some traffic vol-

ume depending on the actual speed limit, the speed-limit line will intersect the speed-volume line.

At volumes beyond this point of intersection,

average speeds are influenced by traffic volvanes rather than by speed
limits (251, 257, 259, 312).

E. Goltz stated that (107):

"...on the basis

of mathematical considerations, it is concluded that a speed limit reduces

the capacity of a road and the lower the speed limit, the more the capa-

city is reduced."
There are also some conflicting reports as to the effect of speed
zoning in rural ^reas.

Mohr concluded:

From studies conducted in Wisconsin (223), H. W.

"...when speed limits on nural highways are reasonably

lowered through properly applied speed zoning, there is generally a substantial reduction in the average and 85th percentile speeds of all motor

vehicles."

These same results have been reported in other investigations

of speed zoning in rural and intermediate areas (49, 98, 142, 154, 217,
255, 308, 372, 403).

Other traffic speed reports have concluded that the

erection of speed limits on niral highways produce no significant changes
in the speed characteristics (8, 52, 53, 62, 71, 76, 80, 138, 156, 164,
187, 212, 216, 229, 262, 269, 444).

From data collected in a comprehen-

sive survey of traffic speeds on Illinois highways where existing speed

limits were raised, no changes were apparent in the speed characteristics.
However, reductions in speeds were observed where new speed zones were

established and where existing speed limits were lowered (168, 169, 283),
R.

J,

Smeed summarized data (327) from speed studies made in Belgivm,

Holland, the U. S. A,, New Zealand, Northern Ireland, and Great Britain,
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He concluded that:

"In nearly all cases for which we have satisfactory

data, a speed limit had a marked effect in reducing the higher speeds.

In other cases, the distribution of the speeds was identical before and
after the imposition of the limit.

This may have been because of the

signs indicating the speed limits or, in

scaae

cases, of the measurements

In a few cases, it may have been due to the unsatisfactory

of speed.

nature of the speed limit,"

Many studies have indicated that speed limits are desirable and can
be effective if they are based on sound engineering studies (38, 63, 207,
328, 332, 340),

Properly established speed zones assist the motorist in

selecting speeds that are safe and that permit him to obtain the maximum
utility, economy, and convenience from his vehicle and the road.

In

general, it appears that drivers tend to observe speed limits that are

reasonable, proper, and safe for existing travel conditions and disregard
speed limits that appear to be unreasonably high or low.
In recent years there have been several articles written concerning

minimum-speed laws.

As early as 1927, A, J, Brosseau wrote (32):

"We

now think of our highway traffic in terais of maximum speed limits.
important, I believe, is the consideration of minimum speed limits.

Equally
It

is essential that the point of maximum volume be discovered and studies

made with

a

veiw to moving traffic at a speed that will produce the high-

est possible average rate of traffic flow.

To this a minlxaum speed limit

will be as necessary as maximum speed limits and enforcement equally as
vital."

Other reports have pointed up the need for minimum speed laws,

most of them on the basis of eliminating driving hazards (107, 303, 309,
393),

Minimum speed laws are becoming almost universal on freeways.

The
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results of st\idies of the effect of minimum limits have been very favorable (205, 220, 393).
The benefits occurring from the erection of properly-determined and

properly-posted speed limits can be summarized as permitting the concen-

tration of enforcement on voilators of safety, reducing maximum speeds,
decreasing the range in speeds and the number of passing maneuvers, and
informing people of the actual speeds being traveled within the speedzoned area (53).
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ROADSIDE DEVELOPMENT

There is very little Information in the literature concerning the effect of roadside development on vehicle speeds,

A research project was

conducted in North Carolina in I960 to evaluate quantitatively the effect
of connaercial roadside development on traffic operations.

were collected by the moving vehicle technique.

Speed data

The average speed of the

traffic stream was functionally related to traffic volume by the equations:

Y -

U.67

-

0,02X for developed sections and Y = 47.67

-

0.02X for undeve-

loped sections, where Y is the average speed in miles per hour, and X is

the traffic volume in vehicles per 15 minutes.

The reduction in speed

caused by roadside development was reported to be constant and independent
of traffic volume (U7, 1A8).

An intensive study of factors influencing traffic speeds was conducted in Texas by N,

J,

Rowan and C,

J.

Keese in 1961 (302),

"n^gr

reported

that concentrated commercial development apparently has a substantial in-

fluence on speed.

In one case, speeds were observed to increase as traffic

passed from a commercial area into a predcaninately residential area of
equal or greater density.

"However, it is recognized that restricted sight

distance in the commercial area was also a contributing factor.

The second

occurrence of concentrated coimnercial development in the study also caused
a marked reduction in speeds.

involved,"

In this case there were no additional factors

Residential development was observed to decrease speeds to a

lesser degree than did commercial development.

"The appearance of residential

"
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development determined too a great extent its level of influence on traffic
speeds.

Residential areas having good lateral clearance had far less in-

fluence on speeds than those where shrubbery and trees were planted near
the cxirbline."

They further stated:

"The density of residential develop-

ment expressed as a percent of occupancy did not appear to correlate with
speeds, except in its extreme ranges.

It was noted that areas of residen-

tial development having the same density had entirely different appearances
to the driver; and, as pointed out previously, the appearance of development
seemed to have a great influence on the driver *s selection of speed,"
A study (81, 83, 8^) conducted in five Indiana cities reported that,

"Although the study did not produce conclusive results, the many significant

differences noted in the speeds indicated a strong possibility that there
.
is a significant effect on speed by type of development
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OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

This section will cover those characteristics which did not logically
fit under any of the previous headings.

Driver

There are several driver characteristics which have been studied that
have not been mentioned previously.

motorist.

One of these is attention of the

Apparently the individual can focus his attention on only one

thing at a time; however, he can oscillate his attention veiy rapidly between several different stimuli (126).

Thus, drivers traveling in heavy

traffic tend to realize that they are unable to observe all the events occurring around them and, as a result some will slow down, others will change
position, and still others will trust that others can observe their actions
and will compensate for their mistakes (85, 400),

Another variable that has often been considered in analyzing speed

characteristics is the driver's sex.

Several reports have concluded that

women drivers travel at about the same or at a slightly lower average
speed than men (65, 135, 142, 355).

In a study (175) of vehicular speeds

on two-lane, rural highways conducted in 1940, C, H. Lawshe, Jr. reported:
"...of the 608 speed records that were obtained, 505 of the drivers were

men and 103 were women.

These men had a mean speed of 45.5 mph + 0.40 as

compared to a mean of 42.5

nqsh

+ 0.77 for the women.

This difference of

three mph is statistically significant since the critical ratio is 3.45."
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He further concluded that women farther than 25 miles from home did not

differ from men in their speed practices.

Studies of vehicle speeds on

rural highways in Connecticut (396) and Rhoae Island (333) in 1936 and

1937 indicated that there was no signil'icant difference in the speeds
driven by men and women.

However, a more recent study conducted in

Connecticut (71) and a study conducted by W.

J.

Toth in the northeastern

states (399) showed the females to be driving faster than the males,
W.

Toth also reported (399) that:

J.

"One test made in a New England

state revealed that 53 percent of all the speeders warned were women..."
It has also been rep)orted that divorced men and women and single women

drive faster than married men and women (2$2).

A. R. Lauer reports that:

"The driver habits and exposvire risks of men and women drivers are so

vastly different that no fair direct comparison can be made between than..."
(172).

Drivers age has also been considered in the evaluation of factors

influencing vehicular speeds.

A study of driver characteristics (252) in

California reported the following:

"...the men, those in the age group

from 25 to 30, traveled at the highest average speed in the daytime and
also at night.

A

higher percentage of this group than of any other group

exceeded the speed limit.

"Speeds of drivers younger than 25 decreased with a decrease in age
and speeds of drivers older than 30 decreased with an increase in age, with

the exception that at night men over 60 traveled at approximately the same
speed as the average driver.

than in the daytime.
the daytime.

Most drivers traveled more slowly at night

The men over 60 traveled faster at night than in
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"The yoxmgest group of women drove faster in the daytime than

any-

other age group but not appreciably faster than the women between the ages
of 20 and 30.

Fourteen percent of the women under 25 years of age exceed-

ed the speed limit in the daytime.

All women speeding at night were be-

tween UO and 50 years old."
As a rule, persons below the age of 40-49 years drive somewhat faster

than those over this age group (17, 65, 66, 135, U2, 178).

However, other

studies have reported that the blame for speeding cannot be attributed to

any particular age group (354, 355).
that:

C. H. Lawshe,

Jr. reported (175)

"Drivers between the ages of 40 and 49 drove faster than any other

group and faster than all other groups combined,

"...drivers in the younger

age brackets drove no faster than did dirivers in the older group."

Youth-

ful male drivers, as observed in Iowa, travel too fast at late hours of
the night for their experience and the lighting conditions (172).

There is little consistency in the literature concerning the effect
of drivers age on vehicle speeds.

It is thought that there are other

physical and psychological factors which tend to cause this Inconsistency.
The difference in average speeds between age groups is certainly not large.

Several reports have indicated that lone drivers tend to drive faster

than drivers with passengers (65, 66, 71, 142, 175, 333, 396).
made in Connecticut reported that:

A study (65)

"Lone drivers and drivers with pas-

sengers to whom they were not related drove faster than drivers with passengers related to them,"

0. K. Normann in a study conducted in California

found that men traveled at approximately the same speed with or without

passengers while lone

wmen

traveled two mph faster than the average woman

driver and women with five or more passengei^ had average speeds 4.6 mph
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slower than the average speed of all women (252).

One study reported that

Negro motorists in South Carolina traveled faster with passengers than

when alone (66, 67).
It has generally been concluded that non-owners drive faster than

those who own the vehicle which they are operating (142).
ticularly true of younger drivers (65).

This is par-

0, K. Normann reported that

men

owning the vehicles that they were driving usually traveled slower than

men not owning the vehicles they were driving, while with women just the
opposite was true (252),

Only two publications were found which considered the influence of
driver occupation on speed characteristics.
(65) indicated that:

The 1939 Connecticut study

"...chauffeurs were the fastest drivers and truck

drivers in private cars were the slowest.

The speed of salesmen was

about the same as the speed of the average driver.

...the various

occupational groups among women drivers had no marked differences in
average speeds."

0. K. Normann in his study (252) of driver characteris-

tics reported that:

"The highest speed men drivers were salesmen and

those engaged in the professions.

These two groups traveled about 2.5

at
miles per hour faster in the daytime and 3.5 miles per hour faster

night than the average drivers.

They were on longer trips and drove

themselves are
newer cars than the average driver, factors which

characteristics of high speeds.

Of the women traveling during the day,

the average speed for the students was higher

than for any other group

average women
or 2.3 miles per hour above that of the

at night,

traveUng 2.5 miles per
business women were the highest speed drivers,
men drivers and 5.9 miles per
hour faster than the highest speed group of
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hour faster than the average woman

It is significant that neither

the high speed women drivers in the daytime nor the high speed women drivers
at night were on as long trips as the average woman driver,"

Both men and women drivers traveled at approximately the same average
speed whether the trip purpose was business or pleastore (65).

However,

a larger percentage of drivers on business trips exceeded the speed limit

(252).

The literature generally indicates that the length of driving exper-

ience for men has no effect on vehicular speed, while the average speed
of women drivers increases as the number of years of driving experience

Another driver variable closely related to driv-

increases (65, 66, 252).

ing experience is annual travel.

On the average, drivers with higher

annual mileages operate their vehicles at higher speeds than those with
lower annual mileages.

The influence of annual travel on spot speed

statistics is more pronounced for women and for men in daytime travel than
for men traveling at night (178, 252).

Another factor which was included in two reports is driver attitude,
L.

apparently
G. Goldstein and J. N. Mosel observed that women drivers

have good attitudes toward speed and violate few speed laws.

No signifi-

and any of the
cant correlation was obtained between men's attitudes

variables measured (IO6).

C. H. Lawshe, Jr, concluded that 21 percent

attributed to the variation in
of the variation in driving speed can be
drivers' attitudes (175).

influence of several
E, L, Allgaier did an extensive study of the

miscellaneous driver variables on speed in 1938 (6).

brief summary of his results:

The following is a
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1.

As driver reaction time increased from 0.29 to 0.66 seconds,

the actual speed of travel increased from 46,0 to hi '2 mph.

Above 0.66 seconds the speed of the drivers decreased with an
increase in reaction time.
2.

Persons scoring high on the muscular coordination test drove

U»U mph faster than those persons with low scores.
3.

Drivers with good vision drove faster than those with poor
vision.

4.

Both those persons with good distance judgment and those with

poor distance judgment had average speeds of 46.4 mph, while
those persons with average distance judgment had an average

speed of 47.5 mph.
5.

Persons with normal or low blood pressure drove faster than
those with high blood pressure.

6.

No definite relationship was observed between speed and driver

excitability.
7.

There was a slight tendency for drivers with better steering

ability to drive somewhat faster.
B.

D.

Greenshields reoorted that driver reaction time decreased from

0.539 seconds under 30

raph

to 0.507 seconds at 60 mph (110 ).

Vehicle

Vehicle characteristics which have been studied and have not been

previously discussed include age, weight, and horsepower.
A number of authors have evaluated the effect of vehicle age on speed

characteristics, and have concluded that newer cars are driven faster than
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older ones (17, 65, 66, 67, 135,
(252) that:

"...for

1

U2,

178, 186).

0. K. Nonnann concluded

given travel distance, the average vehicle speed

decreases as the vehicle age increases, the rate being slightly greater
for the older vehicles."

This relationship between speed and vehicle age

was also reported by C. H. Lawshe, Jr. (175).

The reasons given for this

relationship are that new cars are more comfortable, run smoother, quieter
and faster, handle better, and in most cases are in better mechanical con-

dition (65, 67).

A, R. Lauer did not find this same relationship in his

study of driver characteristics in Iowa.

He reported that older cars are

driven faster in the country than new cars throughout all hours of the

day (172).
The weight of vehicles, both passenger and commercial, have been

correlated with speeds.

On the average, heavier passenger cars are driven

faster than lighter ones (175, 186).

From the I96I truck-weight- speed

study on Indiana highways (388), K. J. Tharp reported that:

"For single-

unit trucks on both two- and four-lane highways, the speeds vary somewhat

with the vehicle weight.

Multi-unit vehicles indicated no evidence of a

relationship between truck weight and truck speed."

The average road

speeds of gasoline-powered commercial trucks in the lowest range of engine

size and power in freight service on rural highways were observed to de-

crease sharply as the gross weight increased.

This decrease in speed was

less pronounced as the engine horsepower and gross vehicle weight increased.
These conclusions were developed by the Bureau of Public Roads from data

collected in 1957-1958 on travel characteristics of trucks operating in
free- flowing traffic on rural, line-haul service (I66, 167).
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Both the average speed of travel and the horsepower of the automobile
have been increasing over the years, but since World War II horsepower
has increased much more rapidly than average speeds (367, 368),

Schmidt determined in 1953 (311) that:

R. E.

"The highest powered vehicles,

while driven more frequently in the high speed ranges, are not driven at
any greater maximum speeds than the lower-powered cars, except perhaps
for those imder 100 horsepower,
"As the percentage of hi^-powered vehicles on the highway increases,

the average speed of traffic may be slightly increased,
"The vehicles with from 100 to 130 horsepower appear to be driven
as fast as any vehicles of any horsepower.

"Inasmuch as vehicles of 100 to 130 horsepower are generally capable
of maximum speeds in the range of 85 to 100 miles per hour, it wo\ild ap-

pear that the critical factor in determining highway speeds is still the

driver and not the vehicle,"
Over the years several people have proposed ptitting governors on all

automobiles as a means of cutting down on excessive speed and increasing
safety (179),

Most traffic engineers have opposed this idea (268),

McClintock stated (200):

M.

"Perhaps the chief argument against the gover-

nor lies in the fact that it can do no more than control the maximum
speed, and that frequently the most hazardous speed is one much less than

that set by the law,"

From a study of the effect of governors on passen-

ger car performance in 1955 (366).

K. A. Stonex reported that:

"The

data presented indicate definitely that a governor can be detrimental to

acceleration and performance.

It is Just as reasonable to contemplate

putting a governing device on the brake system to limit deceleration and
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increase stopping distance as it is to install one which limits accelera-

tion and increases passing distance."

Speed Advertisements

For several decades many persons have been quite concenied about auto-

mobile advertising of the "high speed vehicle".
woiild have a

They claimed that this

psychological effect on drivers and increase their desire

for speed (7, 46, 89, 364).

No information was found in the literature

of any studies to determine what effect, if any, such advertising has

actually had on vehicle speeds.

Pneumatic Road Tubes

A study was conducted in 19l?9 to determine the effect of pneumatic

road tubes on vehicle speeds (59).

This study revealed that the presence

of pneumatic road tubes on the pavement produced a significant bias in

measured speeds as opposed to actual speeds.

The measured value was con-

sistently lower than the real speeds, with the error becoming more pronounced with higher speeds.

Tube color, spacing and legal speed limits

were also observed to affect the magnitude of error.
that:

It was concluded

"The error in measured speeds is not systematic for any tube-high-

way configuration and cannot be compensated for by means of a correction
constant."

This was the only study of this nature found in the literature,
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SPEED AND ACCIDBJJTS

The literature is full of articles conceraing speed and accidents.

There have even been several books written in which at least one entire

chapter is devoted to the subject of speed and accidents (50, 67, 124,
126, 160, 304, 343).

Therefore, no attempt will be made in the short

space available to sumnarlze all of the articles written on the svibject.

Rather, the basic ideas, and the references pertaining to each will be

introduced.
There are many articles in the literature which proclaim that "speed"
is the most important factor in traffic accidents.

"statistics" and "ideas" to

8T;qpport

These reports present

their claim (17, 19, 23, 27, 33, 34,

40, 41, 42, 47, 57, 65, 79, 86, 87, 90, 101, 129, 171, 176, 224, 239, 248,
268, 272, 274, 282, 318, 328, 347, 351, 360, 392, 394, 396, 409, 428, 433,

441, 453).

Many other reports claim that the number of accidents due to

excessive speed is greatly exaggerated, and that it is really an important

factor in comparatively few cases.

They too present "data" and "ideas"

to support their claim (10, 60, 128, 149, 180, 184, 249, 263, 266, 323,
335, 342, 345, 362, 363, 398,

U3,

445, 452).

men represents
One report which presents the ideas of four different
both sides of the controversy (63).

The literature also contains informa-

almost as frequently as
tion to show that slow speeds figure in accidents
do high speeds, and are as often to blame (55, 134, 339).

article (56) reports that:

However, one

"The driver who blames the slow-poke driver
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for any significant share of our traffic death toll is looking for a scapegoat and is trying to salve his own conscience for his driving behavior."

Several authors have maintained that the reason for this disagreement is

the scarcity of reliable accident records (125, 165, 216, 22?, 230,
237,
A. H.

/^20).

a

Rowan suggested (301) that:

"Speed alone does not kill until

driver allows it to become greater than his ability to control it."
J.

E,

Johnston reported (158) thati

"One of the best attempts to

establish some relationship between speed and traffic accidents was the
study conducted by the New York State Department of Public Works in 1954.
...The important finding was that there were no speed intervals throughout

the speed range in which accident drivers were more dominant,"
stated that:

He further

"If the results of the New York Study were given the same

weight that is given most traffic accident statistics, the following

conclusions would have been reached:

Speed limits should be lower in the

afternoon than in the morning; only drivers over 59 years of age should

be permitted to driver; when a driver has driven 5,000 miles during any
one year he should have his driving privilege revoked for the rest of the
year; slower drivers must speed

xtp

during the afternoon on tangents; no

automobile should be permitted on the road until it is at least three

years old; and of course, vehicles should be permitted on the highways
only whenthe highways are wet, snowy or icy and they should NOT be per-

mitted when they are dry or the condition is unknown.

The above are not

listed for the sake of being facetious, it is to dramatize how far afield
we have wondered in some of our conclusions about traffic accidents,

especially as they are related to speed."

:
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M. Halsey, in 1940-1941 offered the follovdng examples of
"erroneous

premature conclusions" which the people accepted in the face of a rapidly

increasing death rate (123, I24)
"1.
2.

Speed is the cause of all accidents.

Manufacturing of slow cars or placing governors on all cars
woiild stop all accidents.

3.

The answer to the accident problem is to take the fools off

the highway.
4.

If motor vehicle drivers were trained as thoroughly as
railv;ay engineers, there would be no accidents.

5«

All you have to do to stop accidents is to arrest more people.

6,

Accidents are a very real problem and must be stopped by a

carefully prepared attack aimed solely at accidents.
7.

Lack of courtesy on the highway causes all accidents."

He further stated that:

"The above panaceas, which have been heard far

too frequently in the past, are to the traffic field what patent medicines
and quackery are to the medical field.

They deal primarily with surface

indications and contribute nothing to uncovering the fundamental causes
of the difficulty.

They have served to set ^accidents* upon a pedestal

as an independent problem.

This has acted as a red herring which has,

unfortunately, drawn Inveatigators off the trail of the real problem."
There is a great deal of controversy concerning the influence of

state-wide speed limits and speed zoning on vehicle accidents.

Reports

have shown that those states with speed limits of 50 mph or less have
fewer traffic deaths than the national average (170, 40l).

Others have

reported that accidents involving death or serious injury are more frequent
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on roads without a speed limit as opposed to those with a
30 mph speed
limit (102).

A report from Germany stated that after the
abolition of

speed limits, accident frequency decreased, but the death
and casualty

rate increased.

Some stxidies have reported that establishing or lowering

speed limits reduces accidents (16S, 187, 283, 327).

However, some of

these have indicated a reduced number of accidents but no reduction in
speed where speed limits were established (18?, 283).

In a study conducted

on the Pennsylvania Turnpike it was reported that the majority of the

fatalities occur on the lower speed limit sections (18A, 269).

Other

studies have shown that by raising the speed limit accidents were de-

creased (168, 308, 403).
D. S. Berry reported

(25) that:

"Attempts to correlate rural

speed limits and accident records of states have been made but results

seem to have no significance because of the many other factors vdiich may

contribute to differences in the accident rates of different states,"
He further reported th'it:

"A special study of the case histories of 892

fatal highway accidents occurring during 1936 showed that the violition

excessive speed for the conditions' was reported for 636 of the drivers
involved in these accidents.

It was concluded that relatively few acci-

dents can be fairly charged to any one violation or condition, and that

most accidents generally result from multiple contributing circumstances,
an average of nearly three important factors having been found to contri-

bute towards each accident."

Other reports have confirmed that moat

accidents are the results of more than one contributing factor (213, 214,
240, 424).
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It is generally agreed that severity of resulting injury or damage

in accidents increases with increasing speed (25, 127, 203, 213,
240).

Zfl

215,

D. S. Berry reported (25) that for every 1000 drivers involved in

injury accidents:
at

2U,

at 20 mph or less, 19 were involved in a fatal accident;

to 50 mph, 61 were involved in a fatal accident; at speeds above

60 n?)h, 160 were involved in fatal accidents.

Thus, the "severity ratio"

is over eight times as great at speeds over 6C mph as it is for speeds at
20 mph or less.

i

study by J. 0. Mo re (226) reported thnt:

ing above 59 mph more th

m

He further concluded that

:

"...travel-

doubles the risk of dangerous or fatal injury."
"Control of excessive speed without simultan-

eous control of car design imposes limitation on the extent of reduction
of dangerous or fatal injuries in injury-producing automobile accidents."
It has been stated that high speed is a very important cause of acci-

dents at night in sections where visibility is limited to the range of the

headlights.

The visibility is even further restricted by the glare of

oncoming headlights (2A3, 32A).

One article has presented the maximum

possible safe speeds for a given candle power and color of objects (IO5).
One author especially blames speeds too fast for the sight distance pro-

vided by headlights for rear-end collisions (358).
An accident investigation conducted during the first six months of

rural
1950 in Texas (5) showed that 30 percent of the drivers involved in
fatal traffic accidents had been drinking.

It was further stated that:

drivers, or they
"Drinking drivers either drive faster than non-drinking

speeding."
are more prone to voilate other traffic laws while

Two studies

were conducted recently to determine the effect of low levels of blood

alcohol on driving ability.

The results of one study with a blood alcohol
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level of approximately 0.03 percent suggests that driving impairment is

produced in some people at this low level (9A).

conducted with 0,01 percent blood alcohol.

in this study statec that:

The other study (44) was

The six drivers participating

"...they felt in their own opinions that their

driving abilities were definitely impaired to such degree that they would
not ordinarily attempt to operate a motor vehicle in that condition."

As a result of the physical examination, one driver was graded as "apparent-

ly no alcohol effects," two were graded "slightly" and the remaining three
were graded "obviously under the influence''.
Safety campaigns have proved very effective in reducing accidents for
a

short period of time.

after a year or so.

However, no reports have indicated what happens

Some reports have indicated that by strict enforce-

ment of speed limits in urban areas and the aid of "safety campaigns"
accident rates have been reduced up to 17 percent (14C, 292, 296, 315, 316,
317).

K-insas City, in a safety campaign in 1939, reduced their night speed

limit to 25 mph with an allowable maximum of 35

nqah

on through streets,

A 68 percent reduction in night fatal accidents was reported for the city

in 1939 as compared to 1938 (315, 316, 317).

No checks were made to deter-

mine what effect this had on average speeds.

In a safety campaign in

Connecticut they suspended the license of every convicted speeder for a

minimum of 30 days.

After six months fatalities had decreased nearly 15

percent (296).
Several reports have indicated that the use of speed metering devices

have reduced accidents (139, 277, 3A1).
said (63):

With regard

to.

this, J. Darrell

"...frankly, I get a chuckle out of the idea of going out with

radar to prevent accidents.

I

can drive down the street and see a lot
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more accident causing violations than just speed in any one mile of driv-

ing."
C. Adler, Jr. h^s suggested the use of a "block system" as a
safety

measure for the highway system (U)
motor vehicle with a block system?

,

He said:

"V/hy

not protect each

It could be done in a simple and in-

expensive manner - merely by painting across the right line of the highway, transverse lines, sp.ced braking distance apirt for the particular
speed zone in v/hich they
K. A.

-•re

located."

Stonex summed up the accident situation like this (368):

review of accident fatalities shows that there has been

a

"A

consistent re-

duction in the mileage rate of fatal accidents; what is seldom emphasized
is the more-important fact that the total number of fatalities has leveled

off and remained nearly coni^tant during the past 20 years in spite of the

tremendous increase in total miles traveled,"
The following quotation from "Automobile Facts and Figures", shows

that some progress
(10):

is-

bring made so far as traffic deaths are concerned

"The national traffic death rate in 1961 reached an all-time low

of 5.2 deaths per 100 million miles of travel, compared with 5.3 in I960.
It was the sixth straight year of decline in the rate, which now is but

one-third the 192? level."

This also tends to disprove the idea that

accidents increase with increasing speed, since the average speed for
1961 is approximately twice that of 1927.

Essentially, there are two main schools of thought concerning speed
and accidents, and it depends on which "school" you are associated with
as to your interpretation of the statistics (219).
st ration should serve to point out this idea:

The following illus-
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M.McClintock in his discussion in 1937 (198) stated:

"There are

two methods of approaching an analysis of speed in its relation to the
accident problem.

One approach may be called the sentimental*.

This

approach envisions accidents as caused by reckless, foolhardy, anti-social
or intoxicated drivers, who race over

streets and highways at very

oiur

high rates of speed, with utter disregard for public safety, until they
kill or are killed.
"The other approach to the speed problem may be called the realis-

tic* one.

It recognizes that all traffic accidents could be eliminated

immediately if zero speeds were universally in force.
however, that, important as are life and

linib,

It recognizes,

complete protection in this

fonn would be bought at too high a price,
"The realist does not visualize the traffic accident problem as

resulting from the super-speed of a few abnormals, but, rather from the

daily operation of 28,000,000 motor vehicles by 40,000,000 reasonably
average, normal, individual citizens who become involved in accidents because a vehicle or vehicles, under a particular set of circumstances, are

traveling at excessive speeds*.

This range of excessive speed may be

from practically zero miles per hour to 100 miles per hour.
"These accidents are caused not by speed per se, but by speed which
is excessive for the particular condition.

These conditions may arise

in the roadway
from unfavorable factors in the driver, in the vehicle, or
or its traffic.

a
A speed of 25 mph may be excessive and fatal under

or 60 mph, under
particular set of circumstances whereas a speed of 55

nor have any
favorable circumstances, may, by no means, be excessive

substantial degree of hazard Involved.

It is not, therefore,

speed alone
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which causes accidents but speed which is excessive for conditions."
The Association of Casualty and Stirety Con^anies reported as follows
(33^)

:

"There are two general viewpoints as to what speed is safe under

what conditions

—

for the purpose of this discussion, let's label them

as 'conservatives' and 'liberals'.

The nxmerous proponents of 'liberalism*

regai^iing speed will usually agree with the 'conservatives', for example,

that on icy roads everyone should drive slowly for safety's sake,..,
"However, these liberal thintiers on speed also feel that on a dry

straight road

—

or, as they explain it,

'under ideal conditions'

—

speeds well above 60 mph are safe and should, therefore, be allowed.

They maintain furthermore that speed is not serious as a factor in acci-

dents and should not therefore be considered worthy of so much emphasis

by police, or by 'eafety groups'.
"They argue

—

rightly or wrongly

—

that to move the traffic volimes

we are faced with, we must have speed, high speed
precisely, higher speed.

be

'allov.'ed

or perhaps, more

They believe furthermore that the public should

to set the speed limit,' baaed strictly on observations of

the statistical 85-percentile speed of traffic.
"The 'conservatives' are at variance with sane of these precepts.

First of all, they maintain that exceeding speed limits and/or speeds safe

for existing conditions is a very major cause of accidents.

They believe

also that the average driver cannot reliably control excessive speeds re-

gardless of 'ideal conditions'.

There is a recognition that the 85-per-

speed liinits,
centile speed may be the most practical basis for setting many

major contrialthough if accident experience shows that fast driving is a
speed
buting factor, there may be some merit in restricting operating

below the apparent 85-percentile demand point,"
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Although the literatiire contains many articles which discuss speed
as a factor in accidents, as presented above, only one article was found
•which mentions the influence of accidents on vehicular speeds.

Although

no study was made, it was suggested that reductions in traffic speeds de-

pend mostly on the severity of the accident, the traffic volume in rela-

tion to the capacity of the facility at the time the accident occurs, and
the time required to remove any disabled vehicles which might have remained

on the travelway,

A r tther serious accident on an uncongested facility

may cause only a minor reduction in speed, while the mere presence of a
stalled vehicle on a roadway operating near capacity may cause complete

stoppage of traffic (/*23).
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SUMMARY

The summary of the literature reviewed is presented under the same

topic and sub—topic headings as used in the test of the report.

Speed Trends

All States reporting speed trend data have shox^n a gradual increase

in vehicle speed since the war time low in 1%".

The average increase per

year since 19U2 has been approximately one mph per year, with the rate of
increase being greater right after world

'war

II (approximately two mph per

year for five years), and less in recent years (approximately one-half mph
per year for the past ten years).
The average speeds of vehicles in the central and western regions of

the United States have been consistently higher than those in the eastern
region.

Also, some variation in average speeds have been noted for dif-

ferent areas within a single region.

Road Geometry
In general, speeds of all vehicles are higher on a higher t^rpe facility

than on a lower tyoe, and average vehicle speeds on the same type of facility
are higher in rural areas than in urban locations.

•

Horizontal Curvature

Numerous investigations of traffic stream characteristics have resulted
in the conclusion that vehicle speeds on horizontal curves are lower than
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those on tangent sections, and that the average spot speed approaches
the

design speed of the curve as the degree of curvature increases.

The aver-

age speed on curves designed for high speeds approaches the average
speed

on adjacent tangent sections.

For free-moving vehicles, adjustment in speed because of curvature
or limited sight distance is made on the approach to the curve.

Once the

vehicle has entered the curve there is little change in speed until it
leaves the curve.

Curvature has a greater effect on vehicle speed than

does sight distance.

Vertical Alinement
The vertical alinement of a roadway has a pronounced effect on vehicular speeds.

Passenger-car speeds are little affected by grades up to

six or seven percent, but truck speeds are reduced by much flatter grades

with the effect increasing as the grades become longer.

The most Impor-

tant factors affecting the speeds of conmercial vehicles on up-grades are

gradient, length of grade, gross vehicle weight, approach speed, and

engine horsepower.

Average spot speeds on down grades as compared to speeds on adjacent
level tangent roadways are higher for grades up to five percent for trucks
and three percent for buses and passenger cars, but less for down grades

in excess of these limits.
Grades acceptable where traffic volume is

Ught

and passing is not

restricted are not satisfactory where high traffic volumes reduce passing
opportunities.
distance, are
Speeds at vertical curves, regardless of the sight

highway preceding the
primarily governed by the normal speeds on the
curve.
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Passing Sight Distance

Restricted sight distance on two-lane highways limits the number of
opportunities to pass and larger volumes of traffic require more opportunities.

Therefore, the actual operating speed is determined by the

combined influence of traffic volume and the percentage of the total

roadway length which has insufficient sight distance to permit passing
maneuvers.

Cross-Section Elements
Number of lanes:

It is generally agreed that average spot speeds

on four-lane facilities are greater than on two-lane facilities, except
for very

Iovj

traffic volumes.

Spot speeds on divided multilane facili-

ties are also usu^illy slightly greater than on undivided m\iltilane highways.
It is generally agreed that roadways with more than four-lanes have

speed characteristics similar to those for four-lane facilities.

Lane width:

In general, for main two-lme rural highways it can be

concluded that very slight increases in speed with increased pavement

width will probably occur.
Lane position:

On horizontal curves, on two-lane rural highways the

the outside
average speed on the inside lane is about the same as that on
lane.
show the normal linear
On three-lane highways the two outside lanes

volume, but the center
decrease in average speed with increase in traffic
lanes, and the speed
lane has a higher average speed than the outside

in traffic volume.
does not appear to change with variations
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On multi-lane facilities the slowest average speed occxars in the
right lane and the highest in the median lane.

Road surface type:

Speeds tend to increase as the type of road

surface progresses from low to high.

Different road surfaces of a

compirable type, such as bituminous concrete and portland cement concrete, have similar speed characteristics.

Medians:

Average speeds are higher on divided than on undivided

multilane facilities.

The placing of a median on a multilane facility

without providing additional width will probably result in decreased
average speeds.
Curbs:

Mountable curbs do not materially reduce average speeds,

but barrier curbs tend to reduce average speeds by two to three mph
unless additional lane width is provided to compensate for these curbs.
Shoulders:

Vehicular speeds are not materially affected by the width

of shoulder, providing the shoulder is more than 4-ft wide.

Well-main-

tained grass shoulders have the same effect on vehicle speeds as do

well-maintained gravel shoulders.
Lateral clearance:

In general, travel characteristic studies have

indicated a reduction in vehicular speeds when restricted lateral clearances were produced by placing objects on roadway shoulders.

The reduc-

or long,
tion, however, rarely exceeds three mph, except for very narrow

high truss bridges.

Friction points:

There is generally believed to be a tendency for

number of friction
speeds on roadways to decrease with an increase in the
is little factual
points encountered per unit of distance, but there

evidence to support this belief.

The presence of children at the edge
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of the roadway lowers the S5th percentile speed three to four mph.

Speed change lanes:

In general traffic on properly designed accel-

eration or deceleration lanes has little effect on the speed of through
traffic on multilane facilities.

Traffic Stream Characteristics

If a driver is to proceed at a desired speed he must have unlimited

opportunities to overtake and pass on two or three-lane highways and on

multilane roadways he must be able to change lanes and pass.

Speed, Volume and Density

Both volume and density effect vehicle speeds.

For volumes and

densities up to, and well beyond, the practical capacity the speed-volxmie
and speed-density curves closely approximate straight lines with speed

decreasing as volumes and densities increase.

In the area where volume

approaches possible capacity the speed-volume and speed-density curves
deviate considerably from straight lines.

Several studies have found that

speeds decrease by approximately one mph for each increase of 100 vehicles

per hour of volume.

Longitudinal Distribution
The location of a preceding vehicle in the traffic stream affects the

following driver's speed if the distance between the two vehicles is less

than some minimum distance and the following vehicle is not able to pass
freely.

speed at
The minimum distance maintained is proportional to the

which they are traveling.
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Passing
In order for the faster moving vehicles to maintain their desired
speeds there must be adequate opportunities for them to change lanes and

pass the slower moving vehicles.

The average passing vehicle travels

about ten mph faster than the vehicle being passed and about six mph

faster than the average speed of all traffic.

Both the passing and

passed vehicles average their normal travel speed during the passing

maneuver with the passing vehicle slowing to within about five mph of the
vehicle to be passed and accelerating to a maximum speed of three to
nqjh

toxxr

above its normal speed.

Traffic in the Opposing Direction

There is some indication that opposing traffic has only a very snail

influence on vehicular speeds; the influence is so small that for all practical purposes it can be ignored.

Driver Residence
Trip distance is one of the most important factors affecting driving
speeds.

Drivers on short trips travel slower than those on long trips with

the long-trip drivers traveling two to four mph faster than those on short
trips.

similar
Drivers on multilane facilities, however, tend to travel at

speeds irrespective of the length of the trip.

Variation with Time
to the
Variations in vehicular speeds have been analyzed according

under "Speed Trends"),
various time cycles of the year (discussed previously
season, month, day and hour.

S3

Sea sonal

All vehicles tend to travel somewhat faster in the fall than in the

spring and surnner.

This difference appears to be about one to two mph.

Monthly-

Only one study was found which considered the monthly variation in
speeds.

It reported that the difference between monthly

mean speeds was

larger than could be accounted for by chance.

Daily
Most of the reports agree that, in general, Sunday speeds are lower

than those observed on other days.

No apparent trends are reflected in

the studies for the other days of the week.

It is believed that dif-

ferences in traffic stream characteristics rather than the day of week

resulted in the speed variations reported.

Hour of Day

There is sufficient information to sxjggest that a significant vari-

ation in vehicular speeds occurs during the day.

There are also indica-

tions that at least some of the reported variations may have been due to
stream characteristics which differed during the day rather than to the

hour of the day.

Day vs Night
It appears that night speeds are

sUghtly lower than day speeds, and

facilities.
that the decrease varies with the different types of roadway

For most facilities the decrease is two mph or less.
Illumination and delineation:

These aids to night visibility apparent-

vehicles.
ly have very little effect on the average speeds of

Several

Sh

studies indicate that average night time speeds may be increased
by one
to two mph by delineation.

Weather Conditions

In general, inclement weather tends to lower vehicle speeds, with the

amount of reduction varying with the severity of the conditions.

The

motoring public tends to adjust its speed to the individual driver^s
interpretation of the relative danger of road hazards encountered.

Bad

surface conditions (snov; and ice) create greater speed reductions than
do lower visibility conditions.

Speed Control Measures

*

Various types of traffic-control devices and techniques are employed
in an attempt to regulate the flow of vehicles.

Some of these have been

favorably accepted by the general public while others have caused considerable discussion and diaagreement.

Controlled Access

Access control restilts in a slight increase in average speeds in
rural areas, and substantial increases in average speed in urban and

suburban areas.

Enforcement
There is a tendency for traffic to slow down in the immediate vicinity

of any type of enforcement unit.

For a moving patrol unit the slowing ef-

influence essenfect is llMted to the vicinity of the unit, with this

tially dissipated within four miles either side of the unit.
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Traffic Signals

Vehicular speeds apparently are influenced in varying degrees by
the presence of traffic signals depending on the type of signal, the
signal timing, and the frequency of signals.

Average speeds tend to

increase when a signal system timing is changed from simultaneous to
progressive.

Flashing beacons do not appear to have any significant effect on the
approach speeds of vehicles at intersections.

Traffic Signs

Warning signs have not been found to be very effective in reducing
vehicle speeds.

At the intersection of a minor road vdth a major road

the "stop" sign will produce a greater reduction in approach speed than

will a "slow" sign or no sign at all.
Speeds are more nearly uniform on curves marked with "safe speed"
signs than on unnarked curves.

These "safe speed" signs tend to eliminate

the sui^jrise element of low speed curves.

Pavement Markings

Pavements with center-line markings have higher average speeds than

those vdthout center-line markings.

The marking of no-passing zones re-

sults in a slight decrease (two to three mph) in average speed.

There is

highsome disagreement in the literature concerning the effect of rural
effect, if
way "pavement -edge" markings on average speeds; however, the

slight
there is ar^, is to increase average speeds at night by a very

amount.
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Speed Limits

Properly established speed zones assist
the motorist in selecting
speeds that are safe, and permit hUn to
obtain the maximum utility, economy,
and convenience from his vehicle and the
road.

to observe speed

liMts that

In general, drivers tend

are reasonable, proper, and safe for
existing

travel conditions and disregard speed limits
that are unreasonably high or
low.

The best way to determine a reasonable, proper,
and safe speed Lbnit

for a particular location appears to be by
measuring the speed below which
a high percentage (85-90$) of the motorists travel.

Minimum speed limits, especially on high speed freeways and other

major facilities, are very desirable and promote safety.

Roadside Development

Concentrated commercial development apparently has a substantial

influence on speed.

Residential developanent also decreases speed but to

a lesser degree than does commercial development.

The appearance of

residential development seems to have a greater influence on the driver's
selection of speed than does the actual density of development.
The studies reviewed all supported the idea that speed is significantly

affected by the different types of roadside development.

Other Characteristics

There are several other charactertstics affecting speed which could
not logically be discussed \inder any of the previous topics.

Driver
Several driver characteristics have been studied that have not been

mentioned previously.
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Sex:

Apparently women drivers travel at about the same
or at a slightly

lower average speed than men.

Divorced men and women and single women seem

to drive slightly faster than married men or women.
Age:

There is little consistency in the literature
concerning the

effect of drivers age on vehicle speeds.

Probably there are other physi-

cal and psychological factors which cause this inconsistency.

The effect

of age on average speeds, in any event, is not large.

Lone drivers:

Lone drivers tend to drive faster than drivers with

passengers with them.
Ownership:

Men owning the vehicle they are driving

teixi

to travel

slightly slower than those not owning the vehicle they are driving.
Occiqjation:

Saleanen and those engaged in the profesMons tend to

drive above the average speed.

These men are usually on longer trips and

drive newer cars than the average driver, factors which themselves are

characteristics of high speed.

Driving experience:

In general, the length of driving experience for

men has little effect on vehicular speed, while the average speed of women
drivers increases as the niimber of years of driving experience increases.
Annual travel:

On the average, drivers with higher annual mileages

travel at higher speeds than those with lower annual mileages.
Attitude:

One author reported that 21 percent of the variation in

driving speed can be attributed to variation in drivers* attitudes.

Vehicle

Other vehicle characteristics which have been studied and have not

been previously discussed include age, weight, and horsepower.
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Age:

For equal travel distances, the average vehicle
speed decreases

as the vehicle age increases.

The rate of decrease is slightly greater

for the older vehicles.
Weight and Power:

Cn the average, heavier passenger cars are driven

somewhat faster than lighter ones.

For trucks there is some indication

that speeds vary with vehicle weight and with power, especially
for low-

powered trucks.

Both the average speed of travel and the horsepower of the automobile
have been increasing over the years, but for passenger cars with over
100 horsepower there appears to be little relationship between average
speed and horsepower.

Speed Advertisements

For several decades many persons have been concerned about automobile

advertising of the "high speed vehicle".

They claimed that this would have

a psychological effect on drivers and increase their desire for speed.

inform! tion was found in the literature of any studies of the effect, if
any, such advertising has actually had on vehicle speeds.

Pneumatic Road Tubes
One study revealed that the presence of pnevmatic road tubes on the

pavement produced a significant bias in measured speeds as opposed to
actual speeds.

The error was found to be non- systematic and impossible

of correction by use of a factor.

Speed and Accidents

Accidents occur at all speeds and there is considerable doubt that
speed is more than a contributing factor to the severity of the accident

No

S9

in most cases.

Higher speeds do result in increased accident severity.

Speed to fast for conditions is also a factor in some accidents but such
a speed

may be a slow speed or a high speed.

Most certainly the reduc-

tion of speeds vdll not solve the accident problem or provide the benefits
of modern motor vehicle transportation.

BI3LI0GIL\PHY
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